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INTRODUCTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
o-,
In March, 1978, a Stirling engine devel-
opment contract, sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Energy and administered by NASA/
Lewis Research Center, was awarded to
Mechanical Technology Incorporated (MTI)
for the purpose of developing an automo-
tive Stirling engine and transferring
Stirling engine technology to the United
States. The program team consists of MT1
as prime contractor, contributing their
program management, development, and
technology-transfer expertise; United
Stirling of Sweden (USAB) as major
subcontractor for Stirling engine devel-
opment; and AM General (AMG) as the major
subcontractor for engine/vehicle
integration.
Most Stirling engine technology previ-
ously resided outside of the United
States, and was demonstrated for station-
ary and marine applications; therefore,
the Automotive Stirling Engine (ASE)
Development Program was directed at the
establishment and demonstration of a base
of Stirling engine technology for automo-
tive application by September, 1984. The
high-efficiency, multifuel capability,
low-emissions, and low-noise potential
of the Stirling engine make it a prime
candidate for an alternative automotive
propulsion system.
ASE Program logic called for the design
of a Reference engine to serve as a focal
point for all component, subsystem, and
system development within the program.
The Reference Engine System Design
(RESD), defined as the best-engine design
generated at any given time within the
program that will provide the highest
possible fuel economy and meet or exceed
all other program objectives, utilizes
all new technologies that are reasonably
expected to be developed by 1984, and
that are judged to provide significant
improvements relative to the risk and
cost of their development.
The Mod I and Mod II engines are exper-
imental versions of the RESD. The Mod I
was the first engine design that used ex-
isting technologies embodied in USAB's
P-40 and P-75 engines. The Mod II(slated to be resigned based on the RESD,
the Mod I, and component development
improvements)	 is an engine design
directed toward meeting the final ASE
Program objectives.
In March, 1981, the RESD was updated to
predict a combined mileage of 41.1 mpg on
unleaded gasoline (551 above projected
internal ^combust ion- engine mileage) for
a 1984 X-body vehicle with a curb weight
of 2870 pounds, however, because of Gov-
ernment funding cutbacks, the Mod 11
design and associated development ef-
forts were never started, making the Mod
I the only experimental engine in the ASE
Program.
Since the Mod 11 would not be designed,
it was reasoned that the Mod I could be
used to develop and demonstrate RESD
technology through a soties of design
upgrades,	 i.e.,	 it would be more
r,ost-affective to use ea ,^isting Mod I
hardware than to design and build an en-
tirely new set of Mod II engine hardware;
as a result, the "Proof;-of-Concept" logic
evolved.
Mod I engine hardware is to be used to
"prove"' the designs and technologies em-
bodied in the RESD. In order to prove
the RESD concepts, the necessity of con-
ducting two upgraded designa of the Mod I
was recognized. These two ,Apgraded ver-
sions were identified as the Mod I-A and
Mod I-B. Inherent limitations were also
recognized in the proof-of-concept since
Mod I hardware was larger, and of a fun-
damentally different design than RESD and
Mod II hardware.
During the past six months, the ASE Pro-
gram directed its resources primarily
toward the characterization of Mod I en-
gines, completion of the design of the
Mod I-A engine systems, and component de-
velopment/design substantiation, Effort
was also directed toward updating the
RESD design in order to reduce its cost
and improve its reliability.
The four current ASE Mod I engines have
accumulated a total of 1700 test- hours.
The U.S.A.-manufactured/assembled Mod I
accumulated 217 hours in just four
months, while the engine installed in the
AMC Lerma vehicle has accomplished over
200 starts and over 1.20 hours of tran-
sient operation.
-vii-
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1. SUMMARY	
OF POOR QUALITY
Since the inception of the ASE Program in
1978, 13 Quarterly Technical Progress Re-
ports have been issued under NASD Con-
tract No. DEN3-32, "Automotive Stirling
Engine Development Program;" however,
reporting was changed to a semiannual
format in July, 1981. This report, Lhe
third Semiannual Technical Progress ..,a-
port issued under the contract, and
covering the period of July 1 to December
31, 1982, includes technical progress on-
ly, Although the program has been
modified to a proof-of-concept format,
the objectives described below still ap-
ply to the RESD. The upgraded Versions
of the Mod I engines are not, however,
required to demonstrate all these hard-
ware objectives.
Overall Program Objectives
The overall objective of the ASE Program
is to develop an automotive Stirling En-
gine System (SES) by September, 1984
which, when installed in a late-model
production vehicle, will:
demonstrate at least a 30% im-
provement in combined metro/
highway fuel economy over that of
a comparable spark-ignition, en-
gine-powered production vehicle,
based on EPA test procedures'';
and,
• show the potential for emissions
levels less than: N0x = 0.4 g/mi,
HC = 0,41 g/mi, 00 = 3.4 g/mi, and
a total particulate level of 0.2
g/mi after 50,000 miles,
In addition to the above objectives,
which; are to be demonstrated quantita-
tively, the following system design ob-
jectives are also considered:
ability to use a broad range of
liquid fuels from many sources,
including coal and shale oil;
reliability and life comparable to
current-market powertrains,
a competitive initial cost and
life-cycle cost comparable to a
conventionally powered automotive
vehicle;
acceleration suitable for safety
and consumer considerations; and,
• noise/safety characteristics that
meet the currently legislated or
projected federal Standards for
1984.
Major Task Descriptions
The overall objectives of the major pro-
gram tasks are described below as modi-
fied for the proof-of-concept program:
Task 1 -Reference E tl^ine - This task,
intended to guide component, subsystem,
and engine system development, involves
the establishment and continual updating
of an RESD, which will be the best engine
design that can be generated at any given
time, and that can provide the highest
possible fuel, economy while meeting or
exceeding other final program
objectives. The engine will be designed
for the requirements of a projected ref-
erence	 vehicle	 that	 will	 be
representative of the class of vehicles
for which it might first be produced, and
it will, utilize all new technology (ex-
pected to be developed by 1984) that is
judged to provide significant improve-
ment relative to the risk and cost of its
development.
Task 2 - Component/Technology Deve lop,
men t; - Guided by RESD activities, this
tck will be conducted in support of var-
ious Stirling engine systems, and will
include conceptual and detailed
design/analyses, hardware fabrication
and assembly, and component/subsystem
testing in laboratory test rigs. When an
adequate performance level has been 
dem-onstrated,' the component and/or
subsystem design will be configured for
in-engine testing and evaluation in an
appropriate engine dynamometer/vehicle
test installation, The component devel-
opment tasks, directed at advancing
engine	 technology	 in	 terms	 of
durability/reliability,	 performance,
cost,	 and	 manufacturability,	 will
*Automotive Stirling and spark-ignition engine systems will be installed in identical
model vehicles that will give the same overall vehicle driveability and performance.
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include work in the areas of combustion,
Meat	 exchangers,
	 materials,
	
seals,
engine
	 drivetrain,
	
controls,	 and
auxiliaries.
Task_ 3 - Technology Familiarization
s^anen in =^xsngaA^
P-46' ti engine will be used is a.
baseline for familiarization, pis k test
bed for component/subsystam performance
improvement, to evaluate current engine
operating conditions/component charne-
teristics, and to define problems
associated with vehicle installation,
Three P-40 engines will be built and de-
livered to the United States' team
members; one will be installed in a 1979
AMC Spirit. A fourth P-40 engine will be
built and installed in a 1977 Opel sedan
for testing in Sweden. The baseline P-40
engines will be tested in dynamometer
test cells and in the automobiles. Tcst
facilities will be planned and
constructed at MTl to accommodate the en-
give test program and required technology
development,
Task 4 A iod I Eft ine	 A first gener-
ation automotive St17 ing engine (Mod I)
will be developed using USAD P-40 and
1--75 engine technology as an initial
baseline upon which improvements will be
made. The prime objective will be to in-
crease power density and overall engine
performance. The Mod I engine will also
represent an early experimental version
of the RESD, but will be limited by the
technology that can be confirmed in the
time available. The Mod I need not
achieve any specific fuel economy im-
provements. It will be utilized to
verify concepts incorporated in the RESD,
and to serve as a stepping stone toward
the Mod II engine, thus providing an ear-
ly indication of the potential to meet
the final ASE Program objectives.
Three engines will be manufactured in
Sweden and tested in dynamometer test
cells to establish their performance,
durability, and reliability, Continued
testing and development may be necessary
to meet preliminary design performance
predictions. One additional Mod I engine
will be manufactured, assembled, and
tested in the United States.
A production vehicle will be procured and
modified to accept one of the above en-
gines for installation. Tests will be
conducted under various steady-state,
transient, and environmental conditions
to establish engine-relatM drive-
ability, fuel economy, noise, emissions,
and durability/reliability,
The Mod I engine will bra upgraded through
design improvcments to provide a
proof-of-concept demonstration of so-
lectod advanced components defined for
the IRESD, Two upgraded versions of the
Mod I (Plod I-A and Mod I-B) will be con-
ducted,
'a c_,S - -od:,ZT C ► ir►e Deleted from the
program,
Task G Prototype Stud- Deleted f-om
Ilia procaram,
Tpsk 7	 Computrq. _ lrogrnmy Devel^. o ment
Analytical tools will be developed that
are required to simulate and predict en-
gine performance, This .effort will in-
clude the development of a computer
program specifically tailored to predict
SES steady-state cyclical performance
over the complete range of engine oper-
ations. Using data from component,
subsystem, and engine system test acti. ­
itiaes, the program will be continuously
improved and verified throughout the
course of the program.
Task 8 - 'Techn ical Assistance - Technical
assistance will be provided to the Gov-
ernment as requested.
Task 9 - ProgrsnManagement• - Work under
this tai will provide total program con-
trol,, administration, and management,
including reports, schedules, financial
activities, test plans, meetings, re-
views, and technology transfer.
Program Schedule
A current schedule of the major mile-
stones for the ASE Program is presented
on the following page,
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MILESTONES
>:y 1981 l!Y 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 key 1985
Complete SLendy-Stato
 Gharactorization of Mod I Build 1
T*Complesto
  .1od I `Trans iont l valuation
Complot o Steady -ftato CharaLterization of
	 First upgrade (Wd I-A)
Completa Cnduranco 'Test of Wd I-A'
Complete tiod I-A Transient Evaluation
Technology Readiness Assessm 
^ntvReference Engine design ttpdatev
Program Status and Plans
A summary of tho a ccompl.i.ilt^c ►oas ;:c°s,ievvd
in the ASE Program during this seminnnual
roport per iod ,erg prosont od in tha fo l-
lowing soe'Liolls .
TECHNOLOGY DEVEU7t M N,l.
Devolopmeaat of a dual-orifice Delavan
fuel nozzle continues. Tt^sLs tin tho Com-
bustion Performance Rig were completed,
showing acceptable o1iiissions levels and
tentpernttire profiles in till exhaust Ann
recirculation (EGR) combustor. hardware
has been fnbrivatod rant! is being rassom—
bled for full engine testing to evaluatetraaastont characterist ics of the nozzle.
Development of two alternate rogenerntoa
materials Continues, tiod I ongine-size
regenerators manufactured from Mete
ware, installed ill eta,gilla No. 10 for oval-
untion. Performance is expected to be
slightly reduced; however, manufactured
cost of Mot;ex is -20'0; of tho c:urrenL do-
sign (uses sintered mash screen). The
second alternate material is n silicon
carbide (SiC) foam c.ontmerc:tally called
Duocol. Carly rig Lest data show effi-
ciencies equal to or better than sintered
screen mesh at N 10% of the cost of the
current: design. Material samples are
currently undergoing durability to sting
in a .rig; engine Costing is scheduled.
Doveloluneaat of a cornmic preliea er has
been initiated. Rig Lost$ of have been
initiated on two test snmplos received
from Coors to determine heat--transfor and
nre3s,urn—dron c:hiaLacteristies for vari-
oils airflow rates. Durability tests,
which will simulatecwold^- SLart tran-
sients, will be conducted to establish
the affect of rapid increases in temper-
nture on the life of tlao samples.
As a result of all oxtonsive review of
main seal roliabiliLyjdurability, now
pr000dure.s heave beeta instituted through-
out the program. Alt assembly proaoduro
has been put into effect to ensure that
are. insLnIlod i.n a wet condition
Specific dimensional data and fr eight will
he recorded before and after seals are
installed in rill engine.
Throo P-40 e ngii os have been assigned for
test to provide statistical data can the
life of Pumping Loningrader (Pb) seals.
'These ongines have been modified to ea-
autly duplicate the Plod I PL seal except
for stroke. Enc:h engine will be tested
according to a proscribed duty cycle to
properly simulate cold starts and
lii.gla-l^ac^sstlr.c*.^vc^lc^uiLy c^aavroiamonts.
When eaela set of soa ps completes 500
hours of testing, they will be replaced
by a new set..
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As shown in Figure 1-1, P-40 engine No. 4
is currently testing a second sat of PL
seals after a first sot completed the re-
quired 500-hour test, ?-40 engine No. 9
has a set of seals under test, while en-
gine No. 5 has yet to begin testing,
The Lightweight Reduced Friction Drive,
which utilizes lightweight crankshafts
and rolling-element bearings, has been
assembled, and its initial functional
checkout has begin. This bearing design
permits full initialization of the
low-rpm/high-torque capability of the
Stirling engine, and provides a 2-kW
(2.7-hp) reduction in parasitic
friction. This drive configuration will
also reduce cold-start penalty I)ecause cf
reduced viscous friction at start-up.
MOD I ENGINE TEST PROGRAM
Four ASE Mod I engines are currently un-
dergoing testing. As shown in Figure
1 =2, a total of 1700 test hours have been
accumulated to date, Engines No. 1, 2,
and 3 were procured and assembled at '!
USAB, whereas engine No. 10 was manufac-
tured in the U.S. and assembled at MT1.
The number 10 was assigned to the
MTl-assembled engine to identify it from
the European-manufactured/USAB-assembled
engines (Nos. 1, 2, and 3). The manufac-
ture, assembly, and test of engine No, 10
marked a distinct demonstration of the a,
level of Stirling-engine technology
transfer to the U.S, During the procure-
ment phase for engine No. 10, more than 'I
30 U.S. vendors participated,
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Figure 1-2 Mod I Engirt• Operating History
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After an acceptance test with a new dig-
ital cc^r .^r1, engine No, 1 was shipped to
AM Geno et," ^.,i early February for instal-
Jcit.ie^ in a berma vehicle designed to
sense as a transient test bed (TTB).
This installation, completed by the end
of May when initial testing began, helped
to achieve a major program milestone by
allowing the transient characteristics
of the Mod I engine to be evaluated and
accomplished on schedule by the end of
September, 1982. As of the end of Decem-
ber, 1982, engine No. 1 had accumulated a
total of 644 test hours.
Three separate Constant Volume Sampling
(CVS) tests were conducted on the TTB.
Results showed repeatability and fuel
economy consistent with predic t:ions. 11C
and CO emissions levels met program
goals; NOx emission levels also compared
favorably with predicted levels.
*complete engine less auxiliarlos
**complete engine with auxlliaries
The EGR system used in the current Mod I
gives NOx levels above the program goal
of 0,4 g/mi.. With further combustion
system development in the Mod I •A engine,
this goal will be met by virtue of the
highe,: mileage predicted for the RESD as
compared to the Mod I mileage.
Engine No. 2 has remained at USAB, where
it completed a series of development
tests and accumulated a total of 528 test
hours. This engine was assembled ini-
tially as a Basic Stirling Engine* (BSE),
thus providing the capability of measur-
ing engine power and efficiency without
the interference of auxiliary system
losses Engine No. 2 was tested to eval-
uate an EGR combustor system, and then
reconfigured as a Stirling Engine
System** (SES). Data obtained from this
testing provide back-to-back comparisons
of BSE/SES power and efficiency losses.
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Engine No, 3, currently being reassembled
at USAB to begin a 2000-hour endurance
test program, has accumulated a total of
300 test hours to date.
Engine No, 10 began testing at MTI in
August, 1982, successfully passing ac-
ceptance testing in early November. Pow-
er and efficiency were above the average
of engines No. 1, 2, and 3. To date, en-
gine No. 10 has accumulated 228 tern
hours. Important test data have been ot-,
twined from this engine on back-to-back
comparisons of combustion gas recircu-
lation (CGR) and EGR combustor systems,
improved air/fuel system components, and
development of a Digital Engine Control.
MOD I ENGINE CIIARACTERIZATION/ANALYSIS
Figure 1-3 shows power characteristics
for the engines tested to date in the Mod
I development program; for the sake of
clarity, only the 15-and 5- MPa mean
charge, pressure levels are included. The
)5-MPa performance curve represents the
maximum available power level, while the
5-MPa data provides performance indi-
cations at average operating conditions
in a vehicle system,
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Figure 1-3 Mod I Stirling Engine Net Power
Total engine-to-engine power variation
was ,less than 2 kW (less than 2,7 hp) at
all power levels; the maximum power level
demonstrated ;5y all engines also exceeded
the minimum level established as final
acceptance criteria, figure 1-4 shows
the efficiency levels attained during Mod
I engine testing. In comparison to power
variations, the variation in efficiency
levels from engine to engine was greater.
40 r
35
1 30
15 MPa
z 25
5 MPS
20
15
i
0	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000
Engine Speed (rpm)
Figure 1-4 Mod I Stirling Engine Not Efficiency
Engine No. 1 showed the most significant
deviation in efficiency level during fi-
nal acceptance testing at USAB. Although
the reason: for this variation is not com-
pletely understood at this time, three
contributing factors serve to qualita-
tively explain the higher efficiency
level of engine No. 1:
This engine ran with the initial
version of the CGR combustor, for
which higher temperature spreads
were measured on the heater head
tubes and the working gas temper-
ature. Although measured average
heater head temperature level was
maintained equal, to that used dur-
ing other engine testing, the
actual effective working gas tem-
perature may have been higher than
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conclusion was reached that further CGR
development wn , s required, and EGR com-
bustors would serve as interim combustors
for the Plod I angina. As shown in Figure
1-5, heater head temperature spread is
drastically reduced with the EGR
combus tor.
160
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j^	 120 0 CGR
S.
O
System
B O Engine 01
N 100 0	 0m
3
a	 80
0000
s	 60 EGR System
m Engine 03
m 0
40 0	 0	 ° o 0
00	 0	 0 ° 0
O	 0	 0
20 0
^
^00
0 0 16771	 4,3041 Foil I SaI
Heat Input to Hester Head -kW
Ihvl
Figure 1 . 5 EGR /CGR Heater Head Temperature
Spread
indicated because of the incom-
plate temperature coverage on the
heater head.
Following steady-state acceptance
testing, transient tests indi-
cated the desirability of modifi-
cations to achieve more rapid
changes in engine power during
deceleration, This affect was
achieved by enlarging the inter-
nal, lines leading to the working
gas removal system, thus increas-
ing dead volume in the engine cold
space, and resulting in a lower
steady-state efficiency level.
(All other engines have since in-
corporated the enlarged internal
lines, as did engine No. 1 for its
testing at M`1'1 and for the Derma
7Tl3 installation.)
During final acceptance testing,
engine performance may have been
af°fact,ed by warped spacer rings
above the regenerators,causing
changes in hot-space dead volume,
and altering flow distribution
through the regenerator.
Engine No. 10, which was configured with
a CGR combustor  system, showed efficiency
levels higher than engines No. 2 and 3,
but not to the levels tested earlier in
engine No, 1 which, when tested at MTI,
utilized an EGR combustor, enlargesd in-
4 prnal lines, and nonwarped spacer rings.
It should be noted that performance of
the engine in this configuration agrees
very w­ 11 with that demonstrated by en-
gines Z and 3. Furthermore, efficiency
levels of all engines met or exceeded
those established as acceptance
criteria.
,i
During initial testing of engine No. 1
with a CGR combustor. (Figure 1-5), high
heater head temperature spreads were en-
countered. Due to the rigid construction
of the CGR combustor., warping of com -
bustor mounting and sealing hardware was
also encountered during rapid thermal
transients of engine starts; therefore, a
Testing of an EGR system for the Mod I
angine was accomplished during this semi.-
annual, report; poxiod	 using two engines
to establish and verify an optimum EGR
schedule for providing acceptable emir-
sicr+s control and engine porformance.
Performance impact of the selected I,,CR
schedule is shown in Figures 1-6 and 1-7.
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Figure 1- 6
 illustrates the degradation of
engine power with increasing amounts of
BOR (the selected EGR schedule is super-
imposed on this curve, showing a negligi-
ble affect on power lovel), Similarly,
Figure 1-7 shows en&1na not efficiency
degrodution with increasing MR, includ-
ing the selected EGR schedule. EGR
impact at the maximum efficiency point is
small (0,3 percentage points) and, at tho
average operating point (AOP) , shows nit
efficiency degradation of 0,5 percetrtago
points, A comparison of FGR and CGH
combustor	 emissions	 Clio r4oteristics
showed a decrease. in CO emiss',.ons, and an
increase in NOx emissions; HC emission,,'
were negligible with both combustors,
As illustrated on Figurc 1-8, the ZOO
system provides improved CO omissions
cl«racteri.st:ics at the higher fuel Clow
rates, The NO,, comparison (Figure 1-9)
shows that emissions tare higher with tho
EGR combustor than with the CGR
combustor.
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Excellent agreement with projections,
including both mileage and NOx emissions
levels, has been achieved. The data re-
peatability for the three runs was excel-
lent, with a standard deviation in
mileage of 1-2%.
The progress of the ASE Program, as meas-
ured by this baseline testing, is shown
in figure 1-10. A direct comparison of
as-recorded fuel economy between Mod I
data and previous P-40 vehicle data are
invah"id due to the differences in test:
weights and power-to-weight ratios for
the three vehicles„ accordingly, the
P-40-powered vehicles have been analyt-
ically adjusted in Figure 1-10 to show
performance that would result at the same
power-to-weight ratios and test weights,
As adjusted, Mod I baseline testing
represent, a 50 and 26% mileage improve-
ment over the P-40 Opel and Spirit
Vehicles, respectively.
P.40	 P-40
opal	 tlpkk
d	 O	 Measured
A	 ♦ 	 Adjusted to 778 Power/Wslpht
25
-^	 Mod I
	
Constant	 %b... TTS Measured
Performance	 106\
0 TT9 Predloted
^	 O
E
20
c
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'. 
-&
15
3000	 3500	 4000
Vehicle Test Weight (lb)
Figure 1-10 Vehicle Fuel Economy Comparison
MOD I-A ENGINE PERFORMANCE
The Mod I-A engine design is aimed at
providing improved performance levels
relative to the Mod I, and continued
proof-of-concept demonstration of the
RESD, a projected advanced ASE design.
Ono goal of the RESD, and therefore the
Mod I-A, is the use of low-cost materials
void of strategic elements. Design of
the Mod I-A using nonstrategic materials
in the heater head was a major step to-
ward achieving this goal. The Mod I-A
cylinder and regenerator housings would
be cast from XF-818 (an iron-based
material)	 rather	 thanfrom	 the
cobalt-based alloy }IS-31 used in the cur-
rent Mod I design.. Tube material was
changed from the cobalt-based alloy N155
Multimet to CG-27. Table 1-2 compares
the dramatic reduction in the use of
strategic materials in the Mod I-A design
to that of the current Mod I.
TABLE 1-2
REDUCTION IN STRATEGIC ELEMENTS
IN MOD 1 -A DESIGN
43reteglc
Element Mond I Mod 1-A
Cobalt 22.4 lb
Chromium 36.4 lb 23.2 lb
6316"
In addition to the normal design goal of
improved cycle efficiency, the Mod I-A
design effort is addressing the energy
consumption losses determined by Mod I
Lerma system testing. Table 1-3 summa-
rizes the analytically projected
improvements in the Mod I-A engine, and
compares them to current analytical
modelling of the Mod I engine.
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TABLE 1-3
PERFORMANCE PROJECTION
MOD I-A STIRLING ENGINE SYSTEM
0►we"If C,on4111" Faraareler Mod I•A a k*mModl
15 Mpg
4000 rpm Net Power 60.26 kW +10.2 kW
IMaximum Power) Not Efficiency 2919% +21 M
15 MPa
1500 rpm Nei Efficiency 40.76% +3.07 pt(Maximum Efficiency)
6 Mpg Not Power 12.57 kW +24 kW2000 rpm Not Efficiency 23.04% 495 pi(Average Operating Point)
Specific Weight
kgow 4.4 -24%
lb/hp 7,3
Several design changes (see Table 1-4)
contributing to these maximum power and
efficiency level improvements include:
e increased set temperature to pro-
vide improved cycle efficiency;
• redesign of heater head and regen-
erator to achieve improved casta-
bility and more optimum part-
power performance with minimal
affect on maximum engine power
output;
• the incorporation of a rolling-
element bearing drive unit and im-
proved seal design to decrease
friction losses; and,
e
 incorporation of a new fuel nozzle
system to eliminate air-atomizer
compressor and associated power
loss.
TABLE 1-4
MAJOR IMPROVEMENT AREAS
MOD I-A STIRLING ENGINE SYSTEM
Change AMamimum Nei Power &Maximum Net h
Increased Sol Temperature +7 0,0% pt(720 1 — 620°C)
Pert Power Optimization -2 +1,0% pt
Decreased Friction Losses • 1.2 +0.7% pt
Elimination of Atomizer Alr +0.5 +0.3% pi
Compressor
In addition to these steady-state per-
formance .improvements, a reduction in
cold-start penalty is projected as a re-
sult of the lighter-weight, redesigned
heater head and External Heat System, A
17% reduction in stored heat (translates
to a 0.5 mpg urban mileage improvement)
is expected to be achieved with the Mod
I-A design. The overall projection for
the Mod I-A engine is that combined fuel
economy will improve N3 mpg, or 13% rela-
tive to the current Mod I system.
Design of the Mod I-A has been completed,
and hardware procured. Currently, two
engines are undergoing assembly for dem-
onstration testing in early 1983,
REFERENCE ENGINE SYSTEM DESIGN (RESD)
As stated earlier, the RESD is defined as
the best engine design that can be gener-
ated at any given time that can provide
the highest possible fuel economy while
meeting or exceeding other final ASE Pro-
gram objectives, One of these objectives
is a competitive manufacturing cost. A
value-engineering design effort was ini-
tiated on the RESD that emphasized the
need for a manufacturing cost reduction.
All proposed design changes were evalu-
ated against the baseline cost
established from the study. The follow-
ing material substitutions reduced the
cost of specific RESD components:
• heater head tube material changed
from Inconel 625 to iron-base
CG-27;
gas cooler tube material changed
from stainless steel to
phosphate-coated carbon steel;
and,
preheater matrix material changed
from Sandvik 253MA to Armco 12SR
or 18SR.
Further, several design concepts werein-
corporated to reduce the RESD manufactur-
ing cost:
• one-piece, equal-angle, cast-iron
V-block;
• perforated plate-gas cooler;
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• one-piece piston dome and rod as-
sembly; and,
0 balance shaft elimination.
Table 1-5 summarizes the manufacturing
cost reductions associated with each of
these concepts.
Table 1-5
MANUFACTURING COST REDUCTIONS
Total caw
111141Klal /ubowullona 	 Baolpe clw»oa
	 IIe""A
Hasler flood Tubs	 124	 Ona•Ploce V.Block
	 $25
Gas coowor 	 202	 Gas coolor conNnnllon
	 21
Prehooler Matrix
	 24	 Piston Was A Rat AuomW 21
	
... _	
Balance Shaft EWninoMon 4
	
1250	 601 hit/EnpMa
DQWNSIZED RESD STUDY
In reviewing the requirements for the
downsized RESD, it was concluded that a
2250-1b aurb-weight vehicle with an en-
gine compartment equal to a K-body vehi-
cle would be used. The study's results
showed that a V-drive or U-drive,
Four-cycle Stirling engine could be
designed and packaged to perform in a
small -size
 vehicle while meeting or
exceeding program objectives.
A preliminary cross section of a down-
sized RESD is shown in Figure 1-11. A
major design concept utilized in the
downsized RESD was the use of an annular
heater head as opposed to the canister
heater head used in the Mod Z engine and
full-size RESD. Figure 1-12 shows the
profile of an annular heater head with
one quadrant removed. Note the compact,
simple construction when compared to the
canister heater head (Figure 1-13), which
has canister regenerators placed on an
outside :radius from the cylinders.
Work during the past six months has also
focused on finalizing the RESD engine de-
sign, and preparing design substanti-
ation memorandum for each component/
system design. This work was done in
preparation for a design review with NASA
during the first half of 1983.
Figure 1-11 Downsized RESD
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Figure 1 - 13 Canls'.r Heater Head
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Work Planned for Next Report Period
The following major activities are sched-
uled for the ASE Program during the first
half of 1983:
• assemble/test two Mod 1-A engines;
• demonstrate Mod I-A engine per-
formance and emissions goals;
• complete statistical engine test-
ing of Mod I PL seals in three
P-40 engines;
• initiate statistical engine test-
ing of improved main seals for
Stirling engines;
• complete initial test phase of the
ceramic preheater segments, and
initiate engine preheater design;
• complete RESA design review;
• begin component development in an-
nular heater head design concept,
and manufacture;
• complete initial piston ring de-
velopment of revised 11-rings;
• complete 2000-hour endurance test
program on Mod I engine No. 3;
and,
• complete cold-weather start pro-
gram on transient test bed.
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Component development activity is organ-
ized on an engine subsystem basis, tiith
developmental emphasis on the following;
1) External Feat System (combustor, fuel
noz, • le, igniter, preheater); 2) Hot En-
gine System (heater head/regenerators);
3) Materials (heater head casting/tube
materials; 4) Cold Engine System (piston
ring, main seal/capsoal systems, piston
domes, cylinder liner); 5) Engine Drive
System (crankcase, crankshaft, bearings,
connecting rods); and 6) Control System
(mean pressure, combustion, temperature,
and microprocessor-based controls),
a nonair-atomized Mod I-A fuel, nozzle,
the design of an improved CGR combustor
for the Mod I-A, Performance Rig baseline
testing, an analysis of Mod I engine and
vehicle EGR emissions, and the develop-
ment of a ceramic Mod I-A preheater.
Primary objectives during the first half
of 1983 will focus on the development of
a reduced size/cost EHS through rig tast-
ing, and verification of EHS performance
in a Mod I-A engine. A metallic preheat-
or will be used as an interim design
until a ceramic matrix can be developed.
The focal point of development activity
during this semiannual report period has
been Mod I-A component development/
performance characterization. This has
been accomplished through substantial
technology transfer and acceleration of
the utilization of test facilities in the
United States.
During the first half of 1983, primary
emphasis will be placed on design sub-
stantiation through Mod I-A engine test-
ing, completion of remaining Mod I-A
development, and initiation of component
technology development for the Mod I-B,
Each component will have a specific per-
formance, cost-reduction, or reliability
goal for the Mod I-B, and will be devel-
oped to the point where they are suitable
for proof-of-concept testing on a Mod 1,
Mod I-A, or Mod I-B engine.
External Heat System (EHS)
The primary goal of the EHS is low emis-
sions while maintaining high efficioacy
for a 18;1 fuel turndown ratio in a mini-
mum volume. The design must consider the
expected use of alternate fuels, and rec-
ognize the significant cost impact of
system size and design,
Development activity during the latter
half of 1982 focused on the selection of
MOD I-A FUEL NOZZLE EVALUATION
The Mod I-A fuel nozzle must be capable
of operation over a turndown range of 18,
allow the engine to idle at 0,25 g/s fuel
flow, not use an external source o:, atom-
izing air, and demonstrate a beneficial
or neutral affect on emissions/tempera-
ture profile. Based on spray-quality
evaluation and Free-Burning Rig* ig-
nition/blowout tests, two nozzles
(piloted air-blast and dual-orifice)
were selected for further evaluation in
the Combustion Performance Rig*.
Initially, Performance Rig evaluation
was conducted using a modified (to adopt
the nozzles) Bill-of-Materials (BOM) Mod
I CGR combustor. Because temperature and
durability problems existed with the CGR
combustor, a decision was made to use an
EGR-type combustor as the prime design
for the Mod I-A. The combustor was modi-
fied to provide a separate igniter, and
accept the nonair-atomized fuel nozzles
(see Figure 2-1).
Five fuel nozzle/EGR combustor combina-
tions were tested without EGR during this
report period; these are shown in Table
2-1 and Figures 2-2 and 2-3.
*see MTI Report No. 82ASE278SA2
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Figure 2 . 1	 Mod I EGR - Alternate Fuel Nozzle
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Figure 2-2 Performance Rig Comparil on of
Affects of Combustor Conf1guration
on CO Emissions
TABLE 2-1
PERFORMANCE RIG EVALUATION OFMOD I-A FUEL NOZZLES
Configu-
ration Nozzle Combustor
I Air-Blast Mod I EGR
2 Dual-Orifice Mod I EGR
3 Air-Blast 2/3-Area Mod I EGR
(Reduced Vanes)
4 Air-Blast 2/3-Area Mod 1 EGR(Reduced Height)
5 Air-Blast 2/3 Area with Radial
Holes Mod I EGR
ataal
Tulbuldol
` I Block Four VarnaJ O 
h•2/ahModl
+
++
IE-.NNaL3flAdn
.
Figure 2-3 Mod I-A Fuel Nozzle Evaluation -
EGR Combustor Configuration
Both fuel nozzles have a pressure-
atomized pilot nozzle, but different sec-
ondaries. The air-blast secondary nozzle
uses combustor pressure drop to force air
through the nozzle for atomization, while
the dual-orifice has a pressure-atomized
secondary. In either case, combustor AP
is used to generate cooling for the noz-
zle. This atomizing and/or cooling air
may be preheater bypass (cold) or dis-
charge (hot)
2-2
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Tha first two configurations were unac-
eaptdblo because not enough hot or cold
air could be provided for adequate atomi-
zation/cooling, causing high CO and HC
emissions, poor combustion-gas temper-
ature distribution, and carbon
formation, The remaining three config-
urations involved combustor modifica-
tions to iner4aso pressure drop and, as 4
result, airflow through the nozzle.
Based on initial testing results and pro-
vious ignition/blowout tests, a decision
was made: to continue this development us-
ing the air-blast nozzle.
During the third test series, the com-
bustor flow area was reduced nominally to
2/3 of its original value by blocking ev-
ory third swirl vane. Due to some war-
page between the turbulator and Its
supporting plate, some of the air by-
passed the swirler; thus, the increase in
pressure drop was not as great as ex-
pected. Nevertheless, performance was
markedly improved, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2-2 where CO emissions are comparable
to those achieved with the baseline Mod I
EGR-combustor/air-atomized fuel nozzle.
Except far the nozzle's tendency to par-
tially plug at very low idle fuel flows,
configuration 3 wasdeemed acceptable for
the Mod I-A. With EGR, the tendency is
expected to improve greatly due to in-
creased flow through the combustor at
idle.	 Tito continued development of
configurations 4 and 5 represent changes
to create a more packageable/
manufac,turable production combustor.
Configuration 4 was intended to aerodyna-
mical ly duplicate configuration 3, In
this case, area reduction was achieved by
reducing the height to the turbulator by
1/3; however, combustor performance was
not the same, nor was it acceptable
because of high hunter head temperature
spread. Deterioration in temperature
profile was due to an increase in swirl
intensity which resulted from olimi-
nation of the leakage path underneath the
turbulator. Configuration 5 corrected
this by adding sixteen 3/16- diameter ra-
dial holes under the turbulator (see
Figure 2-3), resulting in performanco
comparable to configuration 3.
The EGR combustor, represented by config-
uration 5 and the air-blast nozzle, was
selected for incorporation into the Mod
I-A. A test to verify performance and,
evaluate the affect of EUR will be con-
ducted on Mod I engine No. 10 during Jan-
uary, 1983, Additional nozzle develop-
mont using other air-blast/dual-orifice
nozzles, as well as an ultrasonic atomix-
or, will continue throughout 1983 if
further nozzle improvement is needed.
MOD I-A C OR COMBUSTOR
Although the initial combustor for the
Mod I-A will be an BOR design, Worts
have continued to develop a CGR combustor
that can be retrofitted at a later date.
The purpose of both gas-recirculation
schemes is to unsure CVS cycle emissions
compliance, The, combustor must also min-
imize gas temperature aproad to ensure
high engine efficiency, operate with low
excos,i air and pressure drop, be stabla
at off-design conditions, and be durable.
Tito CGR concept is desirable bemuse of
its Inherent. simplicity ) e.g., lack of
external valving, piping, and controls.
Developit,ent; of both tubular and radial
CGR combustors continues, The initial
tubular combustor was modified to improve
durability and simpli,fy the design, as
shown in Figure 2-4, Durability Improve-
ment results from suspending the tubes at
the fuel nozzle by a weld joint, and riot
constraining them at the ejector; thus,
tubes can move relative to the rest of
the combustor and MIS during thermal
transients. The tube design was modified
so that the cross-sectional geometry
would change from circular (ejector side)
to rectangular (nozzle side), The rec-
tangular tubes are joined together to
,dorm a turbulator and, therefore, elimi-
nate the support ring that would
otherwise be needed.
Mod I engine testing of the tubular CGR
combustor. with 13-mm diameter ejectors
revealed a poor heater head temperature
profile, high NOx emissions (Figure 2-5),
and acceptable CO (Figure 2-6) and smoke
emissions. Based on the NOx and temper-
ature profile, a decision was made t,-.o
design Lite Mod I-A tubular CQK combustor
with circular tubes and smaller diameter
ejectors in order to capitalize on the
good performance achieved previously on
the Mod I with this type or design.
2-3
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Development of the radial CGR combustor
was delayed because of the emphasis
placed on Mod X EGR emissions, and the
decision to develop Mod I-A fuel nozzles
with an BUR combustor, as opposed to a
straight-guide-vane CGR combustor.
Hardware for these radial CGR combustors
with varying geometry has been received
and assembly has begun; development in
the Performance 'Rig will begin early in
1983,
O 114
i
•paarpl u rnex^.wr 1 ,
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Figure 2-5 Mod I Engine No, 2 NO X Emissions
with CGR
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Figure 2-6 Mod I Engine No. 2 CO Emissions
with CGR
The Combustion Performance Rig was
brought to .full operational capability
during the latter half of 1982, and two
series of Mod 1 baseline tests with CGR
and EGR combustors were completed.
The Data Acquisition System (DAS) was
fully automated during this report period
using the ITP-1000 computer. A dramatic
increase in test points run per hour
resulted,
The first series of baseline tests used
the Mod I HUM, straight-guide-vane, CGR
combustor and air-atomized fuel, nozzle.
With the COR bypass valve welded closed,
tests were conducted at fuel flows of
0.5, 1,0, 2.0, and 3,0 g/s, and Lambda's
(a) boween 1.18 and 2,00 in order to dem-
onstrate the capabilities of the rig and
compatabili.ty between MT1/USAH rig data;
both objectives were achieved.
In the latter case, a comparison of rig
data for preheater effectiveness (see
Figure 2-7), NOx emissions (see Figure
2-8) and CO emissions (see Figures 2-9
and 2-10) indicates similar trends and
qualitative agreement, Differences are
due to variations in the methods of con-
trolling tube temperature, and the
inherent sensitivity of the straight-
guide-vane CGR combustor to manufactur-
ing tolerxices,
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The second series of baseline tests were	 o
conducted to establish criteria for Mod	 24
I-A fuel nozzle selection. In order tome22	 E"
compare nozzleperformance with an EGR
	
p	 wto
combustor, a baseline was run using the	 20	 ° 0 w/o c
Mod I EGR combustor and air-atomized fuel. 	 o	 i^t a
nozzle. The results of the test were	 ,e	 ° '"
used to select the Mod I-A fuel nozzle,
	
o	 Max, 
a
s
and to determine the degree of EGR com-
bustor modification needed to utilize 	 o 0 ° a ° Without EGA 00
that nozzle as previously discussed. 	 f4	 °
MOD I ENGINE/VEHICLE EGR EMISSIONS r
Emissions testing was conducted with EGR 	 a 10'	 Intermodisto EGA
using both the engine cell and vehicle. 	 e o 
LMleximum
 $•00 °	 ° 0
A detailed comparison between steady- 	 '	 °°	 1.0
state engine and transient CVS cycle 	 a
vehicle data yielded excellent agreement
for NOx, but not for CO or HC emissions; 	 4	 EGR
	
nhowever, good engine-to-engine repeat-	 0.4
ability was demonstrated. During this	 2 p
report period, gas analyzer data acquisi-
0 	
o +,
tion and calibration procedures were 	 0	 ,	 2	 3	 4	 5 Q
fully automated with the HP-1000.
Data fxom a limited emissions test con-	
Figure 2-11 Mod I Engine No x Emissions
ducted with EGR using Mod I engine No. 1
	
With/Without EGR
was compared to that obtained with other
engines. NOx emissions of two Mod I en-
gines (versus fuel flow) with variable	 '"	 E" i"+ 
EGR
	
03
	 aEGR schedules are shown in Fi-ure 2-11.
	 °
The variation of EGR and witu fuel flow
	
Mar,mumEC	 °	 w/o 0
	
p	 wto A
is given in Figure 2-12. It was con-	 1 50	 0 ° In A
eluded that variations in X had no affect 	 is	 °	 'nt. e
>	 n	 Int.	 C
on NOx and that goad engine-to-engine	 ,n	 a	 max• e
repeatability with RGR was demonstrated
(see Figure 2-13 where NOx emissions from
	 ; 30
three Mod T engines - one constant and 	 us	 0g	 Inlarm*dlua EGR
two variable EGR schedules - are illus- 	 20 0	 0
trated),
10
CO emissions (shown in Figure 2-14) seem
to indicate an effect of fuel flow, EGR,
and a, which is the dominant variable 	 ''e °
(see Figure 2-15), Other conclusions
LB	
6D odrawn are that good engine-to-engine re-
peatability exists, and CVS cycle CO 	 14	 °e o ° 0
compliance requires a > 1,2; HC emissions	 ,
	
a A-Q.--t
were so low in all cases that comparison	 1,2 L	 c-----_„
of engine data was not relevant.
	 ^ 40	 1	 2	 3
mt - g/f
Figure 2 =12 Mod I Engine Variation in a
and EGR With Fuel flow
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A^
bellowing tho tasting of Mod I engine No.
1, the engine was installed in the Lorma
vehiclo i and CVS cycle tests ;qare, coll-
dacted nt Mercedes Benz of A ►in Arbor,
Tho EGR co ►nbustion system wasN i ch iga n .
tbo satim as that tontod in the ongina
call with the "intarmudinte" EGJl schedule
shown In Figure 2-12, Basod on tho en-aille res
ultsts projected over the CV$
cycle, and using  4 urban miloayt of 19.3
1tlpg ' 011lission-s woro prodintad to he
NOx -!2 0,58 8/mi,-
• CO < 0,50 8/1111, (X > 1.2) '. and,
•	 lic	 '-^ 0:10 8/1111,
Tha first sories of CV8 \'ejjinJ,e tos.WS
showed that NO\,, emissions were. about tho
same as prodictod (1.0 g/1 11t); parLioulaLe
Omissions ware well under tho reqnTrod
0, 2
 8/1111, V'O and 110 oillissiolls were 811
oxdor of magnitudo higher than oxpectod,
thus exolueding the Program goals.
Burning diesel fuel inatoad of Indoluna
Orban oycla wit hoot cold start.) Indi-
sated a twofold !noronsa in CO, and tA
thronfold increase in 11C. A aubsequo"t
Analysis rovedlad" X too rich (^ 1. 2),
oxaassiva servo-oil ('0111poratura And, atr
tliral,la sottlng incorrect for cold
start. Mia to tha dramatia affoa of X
can ('.0 omissimm, Lho Lost; was rop(mitod
with ti morn optimnili X schadiilo (rosults
are sbown in Tablo 2-2.). NOX olfl,w. [Otis
Wore almost gas prodlotod, ranch thn -,so of
81;aady-stnta engine ciatn to prodit;t GV8
oyolu Vol lie'lo NOx ami,581.ons was
validatad. ('40 and 110 omissiolls satisfiod
tho Program goals of 3.4 mid 0.41 q/wi,
rospuct' ivoly; however, they woro highor
than I)VOMOLOd title to the affect of
st,Art-up and transionts, As a rostilt. it
Is conk.111dod that, sl' oady-sLato 010 and 11111
omissions cannot. ho used to prodiel, Volli-
(,Ia rosults'
TABLE 2-2
MOD I TRANSIENT TEST RESULTS
FTP-79 Cold Urban ';;isle
HC co NOX Fuel Economy
Test Date (g/ml) (g/mi) (V'/ml) (Mpg)
9/21/82 0.225 3.43 0.96 19.90
9/24/82 0,286 3.27 0.90 18.80
9/25/82 0,247 3.21 0.84 19.20
Average 0.253 3.30 0.90 19.30
Projected <01 ,100 <0150 0.88 19.09
Highway Cycle
Combined
HC CO NOX Fuel Economy Fuel Economy
Test Date (g/ml) (g/ml) (g/mi) (Mpg) (mpg)
9/21/82 0.0040 0.280 0.750 31,70 23.90
9/24/82 0.0050 0.250 0,620 32.10 23.15
9/25/82 0.0040 0.402 0.611 32.40 23,50
Average 1 0.0043 1	 0.311 1 0,660 1 32.10 1	 23.50	 1
031534
Combustion Gas Plate PreheatedAir
Corrugc
Hdat-Tra
Sumac
Hot Combustion
Gases
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MOD I-A CERAMiC PREHEATER
.he metallic preheater represents one of
the most expensive components of the en-
gine due to the inherent expense of fab-
ricating individual metallic platelets
into a matrix, In order to reduce this
cost, ceramic material, which is rela-
tively inexpensive to fabricate, has been
under evaluation for use in the
preheater. In addition to c,?st consider-
ations, ceramic preheater performances
and therma l, mass must be consistent with
high E1IS efficiency, minimal cold-start
penalty, and packageability. These re-
quirements imply extra ely high
surface/volume ratio (300 ft /ft 3 ), thin
walls, and low heat capacity (mass times
specific heat).
The ceramic-preheater concept selected
for development is shown in Figure 2-16.
Two 4-3/4 t x 4-1/2" x 3-3/4" cordierito
blocks were purchased for
performance/durability evaluation in the
Preheater Rig*. These count•erflow
blocks, originally developed for use as a
gas-turbine recuperator, promise to be
less expensive than the current metal
platelet preheater, give comparable per-
formance, and reduce thermal mass by as
much as 30%.
The Preheater Rig used to evaluate the
ceramic blocks supplies the test section
with both a hot and cold air stream; the
hot stream may be either electrically
heated air (up to 500*C and low flows),
or the product of natural -gas combustion
(> 500°C). The evaluation will consist
of two phases. During the first phase,
which will include pressure drop, temper-
ature profile, and effectiveness,
steady-state performance will be deter-
mined at 300, 500, 700, and 900°C with
varying flow rates. If the test pieces
survive the high-temperature, steady-
state tests, they will be subjected to
thermal transients in order to determine
durability in an engine environment.
This performance evaluation has been ini-
bated, and tests conducted a!: 300 and
500°C with preheated air.
Cordierite is not expected to ttave satis-
factory durability for an engine environ-
ment. If successful, performance and cost
benefits are demonstrated, additional
materials and geometries will be evalu-
ated in the Preheater Rig to develop a
ceramic-block preheater for the Mod I-A
or RESD engines. The performance, dura-
bility, and cost evaluation will be
completed during the first half of 1983.
Figure 2-16 Ceramic Preheater Test Section
*completed and operational in late 1982 (see MTI Report No. 82ASE278SA2)
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Analytical work during this semiannual
report period included the development of
a preheater computer code that will uti-
lize data from the Preheater Rig to opti-
mize engine ceramic-preheater heat
transfer, fluid friction, and cold-start
penalty. An example of the results of
this code is shown in Figure 2-17 where
the affect of the number of ceramic
plates on ceramic RISD preheater effec-
tiveness and pressure drop is indicated
and compared with projected Mod I
Performance,
Performance vs Number of PI.le$ . Max r y I100 PISI96
1.0 (Conslan1 Plate 6PeCIn6)
005 600 mm 1120
It 11
Mod I-
	
`
^'
060
PNedleled	 `,
-	
-
400
Ma", CSP
600-»12.40
1000.- 13.6 6
0.66 1100 — 15.3 6 	 4P	 ,/ 200
Modl
^prodlcled
0	 1.0	 2.0	 30	 4.0	 6,0
Muss Fui Flow We)
Figure 2-17 Ceramic Preheater Performance
(Preliminary)
Hot Engine System Development
The primary goal of this task is to pro-
vide a low-cost regenerator design with
mileage performance comparable to the
current design. To date, the requirement
for high regenerator efficiency (typi-
cally -98%) has been reflected in the use
of high-cost matrix material such as sin-
tered woven, high-count stainless mesh,
Activity during this report period wis
aimed at rig development of ceramic-
regenerator matrix material., and evalu-
ation of Metex knitted wire in a Mod I
engine.
CERAMIC-REGENERATOR DEVELOPMENT
Performance evaluation of the SiC Duocel
matrix has been completed in the Heat-
Transfer Rig with encouraging results.
Four porosities were tested (see figures
2-18 and 2-19). Both heat-transfer and
friction-factor characteristics improve
as porosity increases, and are comparable
or better than the currently used Mod I
sintered wire screen. Given the possi-
bility of an order-of-magnitude
reduction In material cost, SIC is an at-
tractive alternative.to sintered screen,
and in the prime design for the RCSD,
50 r-
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Figure 2-18 Nusselt Number Vs, Reynolds Num-
ber of DUOCel Regenerator Matrix
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Figure 2-19 Friction Factor Vs. Reynolds Num-
ber of Duocel Regenerator Matrix
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Performance characteristics of SiC are
not anticipated to be as good in the en-
gine due to its high axial heat con-
duction. In order to get a more
representative comparison of rig data,
which assumes no axial conduction, an ad-
ditional test was run using combined
63%-/68%-porosity SiC separated by an in-
sulating ceramic, With greatly reduced
axial conduction, a direct comparison can
be made to the sintered wire screen base
line, As shown in Figures 2-18 and 2-19,
heat-transfer performance of the com-
bined insulated SiC was not as good as
the single uninsulated porosities,
while, as expected, friction factor was
unaffected.	 Nevertheless, performance
is still superior to sintered screen.
The major question remaining, consider-
ing Si,C's lower cost and superior per-
formance, is durability. To evaluate the
life characteristics in a cyclic environ-
ment, a Regenerator Durability Rig was
constructed using a diesel-engine block
to cycle nitrogen through a test matrix.
To date, the SiC material has survived
nine hours of rig testing, representing
over one million pressu r e cycles without
damage. The SiC regenerator will be
evaluated in a P-40 engine during the
first half of 1983.
METEX MOD I ENGINE REGENERATOR
Metex knitted-wire regenerators have
been designed, fabricated, and flow-
tested for the Mod I engine in 55% and
70% porosities. Based on Heat-Transfer
Rig data, and analysis by the First-Order
Code, a 70% porosity is predicted to be
optimal.
Testing of the regenerators in a Mod I
engine has been delayed because of fabri-
cation difficulties and engine avail-
ability. By comparing the engine per-
formance with sintered screen,
70%-/55%-porosity Metex regenerators,
rig data and engine code predictions can
be validated. The 70%-porosity Metex re-
generators have been installed in Mod I
engine No. 10, with testing scheduled for
January, 1983.
Materials and Process Development
The main objective of this task is the
utilization of low-cost, nonstrategic
heater head materials that can survive
the automotive duty cycle, The high-
temperature/pressure environment, as
well as the presence of high- and
low-cycle, cyclic stresses, have con-
tributed to the difficulty of meeting
this objective.
Development efforts during this report
period focused on Phase II testing of two
specimens of alternate casting materials
and five alternate tube materials; reduc-
ing the strategic-element content of the
Mod I-A engine; selection of material for
the Mod I-A heater head, engine-testing
two heater heads from these and other
materials and developing data on welded
XF-818,
During the first half of 1983, Phase II
testing will be completed, alternate-
material heater heads will be destruc-
tivcly tested on arl engine in a simulated
duty cycle, fatigue tests of the casting
materials will be performed in a hydrogen
environment, and alternate techniques of
reducing hydrogen permeability will be
pursued.
DESIGN PROPERTIES TESTING
The data scatter of fully reversed, high-
temperature fatigue testing of alloys
XF-818 and CRM-6D was demonstrated during
the last semiannual report period. Ini-
tial Phase I testing was done at 800°C.
In order to observe the data scatter and
develop 700°C fatigue data, .six tests
were run at low-cycle and six at
high-cycle for each material (Figures
2-20a and b show the results),
Results of testing currently underway to
determine the mean stress and hold time
effects of XF-818, and to determine the
fatigue strength in hydrogen of XF-818
and CRM-6D, will be reported during the
first half of 1983.
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Figure 2-20a Phase II, Stop I, 700°C
Statistical Significance (XF-818)
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Figure 2-20b Phase II, Step I, 700°C
Statistical Significance (CRM-6D)
Tensile strengths of welded XF-818 have
been determined at 800 0C, The test bars
contained a weld in the center of the
gage length which simulated the actual
welding process in both electron-beam
(EB) and TIG welding, Two different fil-
ler metals were used with TIG welding,
while none was used with EB welding, The
results, shown in Table 2-3, are compared
to initial Phase I tensile data., to ten-
sile properties reported by Climax
Molybdenum, and to the initial test bars
cast by Ilowmet• in preparation for casting
of the Mod I-A heater head castings.
Tensile properties of the welded specimen
appear excellent, perhaps indicating a
small trend for the braze or HIP cycle to
slightly decrease yield strength at both
room temperature and 800°C while possibly
increasing ductility,
During whe first half of 1983, current
fatigue testing of welded XF-818 will be
reported, along with hydraulic fatigue
testing of Mod I-A heater head castings.
These toasts will verify the basic integ-
rity of the design/allay combination at
room temperature and will be run at 1.5
MPa ±5 MPa for 1P cycles.
Long-term tests (to 5000 hours) are being
conducted on the five alternate heater
tube alloys (Table 2-4 lists these alloys
and their compositions). The latest
850 0 C test data from the alternate alloys
is plotted are Figures 2-21 through 2-25,
le stress to rupture at 850 0C at 3500
hours has been estimated from the graphic
data and summarized below:
Alloy	 Estimated Stress
N/mm2
CG-27 51
Inconel. 625 44
12RN72 35
Multi:met 32
Sanicro 31H 27
Sanicro 32 24
The design stress, based on an equivalent
operational pressure of 7.5 MPa and a
safety factor, is 28.125 N/mm2 . Consid-
1 H• ►• to H. RF•011G 100'0
• 700•C
a o
o R n -1.0
.
0
10i —	 104	 109	 10^
Cycles to F.Yun
Z
1.0
a
all
N^
AL PLO	
ering this, Sanicro 31H and 32 will not
ORIGIN	 UALa'^'8	
meet the requirements; all the other al-
OF POOR Q	 loys appear to meet the requirement forcreep rupture at this time.
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TABLE 2-3
TENSILE TEST RESULTS OF WELDED XF-818
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C
Room Temperature !00°C
TS 0.2% YS % EL Remarks TS 0.2% YS % EL Remarks
TIG»Welded 95.84 68.43 1.90 2, 3, 6 70.235 45.306 4.00 2, 3, 6
Hastelloy
With Filler
TIG-Welded 96.91 67.01 1.87 2, 3, 7 69.25 43.79 4.10 2, 3, 7
XF-818 Filler
EB-Welded 98.23 66.24 2.76 2, 3, 8 65.69 39,51 5.60 2, 3, 6
No Filler 68,38 36,32 525 2, 7, 10
Climax
Molybdenum 97,40 59.60 1.60 1.4 61,60 9.00 1,11
Phase I (B.K.) 77.50' 45,25 1.40 1, 12, 6 62.00 9.00 5.30 1, 7, 12
Howmet as Cast 97.20 64.10 2,30 4.6 - --
Howmet HIP'ed 97,40 54.80 4,00 5,9 --- - --
Remarks:
1. Investment-cast test bars
2. Test bars machined from welded investment-cast slabs
3, Aged 50 hours at 800°C
4. As cast
5. HIP'ed - 1121 0 C; 15 kal 4 hours
6. Average 2 specimens
7. 1 Specimen
6. Average 3 specimens
9. Average 4 specimens
10.1121 °C - 1 hour; 800°C - 50 hours
11.815°C lest temperature
12.1125 0 C - i hour; 800°C - 50 hours
831535
TABLE 2-4
ALTERNATIVE HEATER TUBE, MATERIALS, NOMINAL CHEMISTRY
Alloy Co Cr NI Mo W C At T! B Cb Mn Fe Sl N
Multimet' (N155) 10.75 21.25 20 3.00 2.5 0.12 - - ..- 1.0 1.50 29.70 1,0 0.15
Alternatives:
CG-272 None 13.00 38 5.75 -- 0.05, 1.6 2.5 0.010 0.7 - 38.00 - -
Inconel6253 None 21.50 61 9.00 .- 0.05 0.2 0.2 - - 0.25 2.50 0.2 -
Sanicro 321 None 21.00 31 - 3.0 0.09 0.4 0.4 - - 0.60 4280 0.6 -
Sanlcro 311-1 4 None 21.00 31 - - 0.07 0.3 0.3 - - 0.60 46.13 0.6
12RN72 1 None 19.00 25 1.40 - 0,10 - 0.5 0.006 - 1.80 51,80 0.4 --
'Base Material
2Crucible Steel Corporation
31nternational Nickel
4Sandvlk Alloys	 831536
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Figure 2-21 Creep Rupture Testing at Sandvik
(CG-27)
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Figure 2-22 Creep Rupture Testing at Sandvik
(I nconel 625)
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Figure 2-23 Creep Rupture Testing at Sandvlk
(12RN72)
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Figure 2-24 Creep Rupture Testing at Sandvik
(Sanicro 31H)
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Figure 2-25 Creep Rupture Testing at Sandvlk
(Sanicro32)
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE ENGINE TESTING
The alternate heater head casting and
hP3ater tube materials are being subjected
to high-temperature engine testing on a
P-40 engine. The objective of this test
is to rank the alternate materials in an
engine environment. Eight quadrants have
been manufactured with the combinations
of casting and tube materials shown In
Table 2-5. To date, 1,453.52 test hours
have been accumulated against the test
goal of 2000 test hours,
The running history of each quadrant is
shown in Figure 2-26. The quadrants are
currently undergoing nondestructive ex-
amination. The results will help formu-
late the last 500-hour test cycle
pressure levels. The chart in Figure
2-26 indicates that three tubes of 12RN72
in Quadrant 3 failed in about an 80-hour
period, As a result, all of the 12RN72
tubes were replaced with Inconel 625,
TABLE 2-5
TUBE/CASTING MATERIALS
Quadrant
No.
Material
Casting Tuba
1 HS-31 Inconel625
2 CRM-6D Sanicro 32
3 XF-818 ' 12RN72
4 SAF-111 CG-27
5 HS-31 Sanicro 32
6 CRM-61) Inconel6251
7 XF-818 12RN72
8 SAF-11 Sanicro 31H
031637
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The alloys' nominal compositions are
listed in Table 2-6. The engine is run-
ninf with a mean tube temperature of
520 C, and mean pressure cycled every 90
seconds to accumulate creep and fatigue
damage in the castings and tubes.
During the next report period,the last
500 test hours will be run, and the test
cycle will be chosen so that the weaker
alloys will fail, thus providing a
ranking.
RESD HATBRIALS AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
Work is underway to establish a materials
specification for the main piston rod
seal material. The tspecificatiotr will
allow material to be purchased with a
certain degree of uniformity from batch
to batch, and with specific minimum-
quality requirements. Testing will focus
on the mechanical properties and degree
of crystallinity of the e111stomeric
materials.
Two alternate materials (Armco and Alle-
ghany Ludlum) for use in the air preheat-
or are currently being investigated,
Their compositions are shown in 'Table
2-7+ Note: the reduced chromium content
when compared to that of 25% In the cur-
rent 310 Stainless Steel
TABLE 2.7
ALTERNATIVE PREHEA`1`ER MATERIALS
C Mn 81 Cr M Al TI Cb
16SR
906Cb
0,10
0.02
1.0
«-
0.9
04
1715
12.0
1.0
--
2,2
1,2
0,45
0.30
-
0.6
1711"
A set of samples is being exposed to the
combustor environment to initially gnge
their ability to withstand the oxidation
and corrosion atomosphere. Other tests
for weldability/fornit bilit:y are in pro-
grass to determine the process sequence
(and therefore the host) of making an air
pre-heater from either of these alloys.
TABLE 2-6
NOMINAL CHEMISTRY OF HEATER HEAD CASTING
ALLOYS AND HEATER TUBE MATERIALS
Hooter Head Ceding Alloys
Alloy C 81 Mn NI Cr Mo W Co Cb B N Fe
HS-31 0.05 0.05 0,05 10.6 25.5 --- 7,5 64.0 -- - 1.00
CRM•913 1.05 0.55 4.75 5.0 21.0 1.0 110 10 0.005 - 64.5
SAF-11 0.06 0.07 007 16.0 24.0 - 13.0 •-- - 0.045 - 44.5
XF-818 1	 0.02 1 0.03 1	 0.15 18.0 1810 7.5 ' 1	 - - 0.4 1 0.007 0.12 1 64.0
Healer Tub* MaNdals
Alloy Co Cr NI Mo W C At Ti 6 Cb Mn Fe 81 N
CG-27 - 13,00 38 5.75 - 0.05 1.6 2.5 0,010 0,7 - 38,00 -- -
Inconsl825 - 21.60 61 8.00 - 0.05 0,2 0,2 - 0,25 2.60 0.2
Sanlcro 32 - 21.00 31 - 3.0 0.08 0.4 0.4 -- - 0.60 42.80 0.6 -
Sanicra 31 H - 21.00 31 - - 0.07 0.3 0,3 - -- 0.60 46.13 0,6
12RN72 -- 18.00 25 1.40 -- 0.10 - 0.5 0,006 --• 1.60 51.80 0A --
831538
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Cold Engine System (CES) Development
The focus of CES activity is the develop-
ment of reliable, low-friction recipro-
cating seals that have :bong life in an
automotive duty cycle. Both main seals
(piston rod) and piston rings have been
targeted for improvement.
During the latter half of 1982, efforts
were directed toward the development of
low-friction piston rings in a Mod I
Motoring Rig, determination of PI, ad-
vanced-design main seal performance in a
one-cycle Exploratory Test Rig, and a
statistical determination of PL seal per-
formance in three P-40 engines in an
automotive-type test cycle. The goal for
1983 is to complete the development of
main seals and piston rings through rig
and engine testing.
PISTON RINGS
The most promising piston ring design
evolved in the ASE Program is the 11-ring
(shown in Figure 2-27), which is
pressure-balanced so that tho force hold-
ing it in contact with the ylinder wall
is independent of the working gas pres-
sure, A Separate, internal expander ring
is employed to exert a known,
constant-radial force on the ring to
maintain contact with z:he cylinder.
mim ►^..
Figure 	 Pressure-saiancod H-Ring
By changing the ring dimensions and/or
expander ring, designing for a specific,
predictable friction level is possible.
Piston rings of the type shown in Figure
2-27 were evaluated in the Exploratory
Seals Test Rig (see MTI Report No.
82ASE278SA2). Measurements indicated
that friction force was basically inde-
pendent of gas pressure, as expected, and
of the magnitude predicted (see Figure
2-28). Hydrogen leakage showed some var-
iation, but was generally <10 2/min a's per
ring (Figure 2-29). An analytical study
showed that a leak rate of 10 ?/min per
ring will have a negligible affect on
power developed by the engine. If the
rings perform as well in the engine under
cyclic pressure as the rig tests indi-
cated, they will give a substantial
reduction in friction power (shown in
Figure 2-30).
25
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Figure 2 .28 Total Friction Force for 4 H-Rings
*approximately an order of magnitude k..reater than that previously measured with
the split/solid-ring design'currently employed in the Mod I engine,
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Engine hardware was modified to permit
further evaluation of the 11-ring concept
in the motored engine. Double
lap-joint-type rings (see Figure 2-17)
were installed to reduce gas leakage, but
initial tests were complicated and con-
fused by start-up problems with rig
hardware, After several unsuccessful at-
tempts to tost the rings, it was
suspected that gas leakage past the pis-
ton ring o-rings (and possible contact
between the o-rings and cylinder walls)
might be contributing to the problem.
To resolve these questions, the piston
ring grooves were remachined, and the
rang design was modified as shown in Fig-
ure 2-31. This L-shaped ring retains the
same pressure-balancing principle of the
original design; the added extension of
the ring simply acts as a backup ring to
prevent contact between the o-ring and
cylinder wall if any reversal of pressure
across the o-ring occurs during transient
operation. Preliminary test data with
butt-jointed rings of this form are an-
couraging, but ,further testing is needed
to fully evaluate its potential, If
testing is successful, the piston rings
will be installed in a Mod I engine for
thorough evaluation.
rwwr.
Prowls
Figure 2-31 Modified H - Ring
MAIN SEALS
The short life experienced with PL seals
in the early stages of Mod I testing re-
confirmed the requirement for reliable,
long-lived rod seals, particularly when a
seal failure might allow oil contam-
ination in the engine. The short life of
the PL seals in the Mod I engine was in-
consistent with USAB's experience with
this seal type in engines such as the
P-75 and V160.
An examination of good and bad seals gave
some indication that variability in seal
life may be associated with variations in
the properties of the HABIA seal
material, To minimize these variations
in the future, all .main seals will be
manufactured from material that moats a
known specification. To permit a thor-
ough assessment/analysis of seal
performance, each seal will be inspected
and serialized before use, a detailed re-
cord of its use will be kept, and it will
be reinspected after use,
Based on available data, PL seal life
appears to be either short or long, with
very few intermediate failures. If a
seal does not fail within 500 hours, it
will probably continue to operate satis-
factorily for a much longer period. In
order to get a reliable indication of
main seal life, three P-40 engines are
being operated at USAB ,primarily for main
seal evaluation. This facility will pro-
vide a reasonably sound statist:',.°cal basis
for estimating seal life. In .P-40 engine
No. 4, a set of seals has completed 500
hours with no failures .
During this report period, twelve sets of
seals were investigated in the Explora-
tory Seals Rig (see in Table 2-8) .
TATTLE 2-8
SEAL SETS INVESTIGATED IN
EXPLORATORY SEALS RIG
Overall Awroye
H,dinegm LeMew
Tool ao	 in
Top
6001
6o6an
60016oNgel
Nol
Diei
6001
M610061
koloodjib) Durollm(hr) Typoof Tr l
10 DA Rulon LD 90 140 41 120 C
••6•
/•6•
t1 DA Rulon LD 90 126,5 6 27 C
a • 6•
a• e•
12 DA Rulon LD 40 526 6 3 C
A • tl"
13 PL HABIA 90 lee 29 4 C
14 PL HABIA 90 1s7 22 0.6 C
is DA Rulon J 90 26 27 0.6 C
. 6.
Rellovod
le DA Rulon LD 40 197 9 0.5 C4.6•
p•e•
17 PL HABIA 1	 90 60 5.9 L9 1
1e DA Rulon LD 40 43 3.9 1.1 1
••6•
^. 30'
19 DA Rulon LO 40 3e.S 0.6 017 1
s. 5•
0 . 30•
20 DA Rulon LD 40 92 0.5 0.4 1
^. 30•
2t PL HABIA 90 75 1	 2A 1.9 I
DA • Dn11W Angle
PL • Pumping Uninyntl•r
• •nd /tlNInM In PI9w• 2.32	 03100
c. Conunuow
1 • lnt•rmlQ•nl
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In. the search for viable, alternative rod
seals, the concept of a double-angle seal
was generated. With this seal., a thin
but finite film of oil separates the rod
and seal surfaces while the engine is
running. Oil is supplied to the piston
rod on the crankcase side of the seal for
cooling and lubrication. The oil film in
the rod/seal interface is generated by
the seal geometry and motion of the rod
on the downstroke; oil in the piston rod
is returned to the crankcase by similar
action. The oil film prevents wear of
the seal, and improves the quality of the
gas seal. A material with low elastic
modulus is preferred for this design, otnd
a static seal is maintained by an inter-
ference fit of the seal on the rod,
The main seal test head was designed with
conical seal seats (compatible with the
engine design at that time) machined into
the housings, To investigate the
double-angle-seal principle, the seal
design had to be capable of fitting into
the existing housing. The design adopted
is shown in Figure 2-32.
89813
Seal sets 10 and 11 were made from Rulon
LD, and had 5° and 8° chamfer angles.
With continuous operation, seal set 10
gave low gas leakage and no detectable
oil leakage for -130 hours, after which
there was a rapid, progressive increase
in gas leakage, resulting in a higher
overall average gas leakage, When the
seals were removed, a small amount of oil
was present in the seal cavity.. On both
seals, the chamfer on the low-pressure
side had disappeared, leading to the con-
clusion that this resulted from
deformation since there had been no meas-
urable weight reduction in the seals
during testing. A repeat test with seal
set 11 gave similar results, with the in-
crease in gas leakage taking place after
-115 hours.
To overcome the deformation problem, seal.
set 12 was installed with a lower
preload, 40 lbs instead of the 90 lbs
used with seal sets 10 and 11. With con-
tinuous testing, seal set 12 ran for 528
hours with consistent low hydrogen leak-
age (see Figure 2-33). When the seals
were removed, no significant deformation
had occurred. Oil was present in the
seal cavity, but the amount was compara-
ble to that seen in previous tests with
PL-type seals after a much shorter time.
Hydropen PnlNUrn: 1 MPP 1610 pop
Speed. 1800 rpm
e
% Top Seal
a Bottom Bul
	 f
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Figure 2-33 Hydrogen Leakage for Double-Angle
Seals (Seal Set 12)
Figure 2-32 Double -Angle Seal in Exploratory.Rig
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Early rig testing of PL seals was carried
out under intermittent conditions, To
establish the influence (if any) of con-
tinuous operation, a pair of PL seals
(seal set 13) were tested under these
conditions. The lower seal gave consist-
ently low hydrogen leakage, while the
upper seal gave erratic gas leakage
throughout, The test was terminated af-
ter 185 hours when gas leakage became
excessive,
When the seals were removed, only a
slight trace of oSJ was apparent near the
seal sets, A repeat test of
continuous-running PL seals (seal set 14)
gave results very similar to set 13. In
these two tests, oil leakage was the low-
est of all, the seal tests up to that
time, and the seals maintained a reason-
able gas leakage for a much longer time
than the PL seals tested under intermit-
tent conditions. From this, it was
concluded that intermittent operation
resulted in significantly shorter seal
life. Since intermittent operation is
more representative of an automotive ap-
plication, starts and stops will be
included in the test cycle for future rig
evaluation of seals.
Seal set 15, a slightly modified, double-
angle seal design is shown in Figure
2-34. The. lower conical surface of the
seal was partially relieved in an attempt
to reduce the radial load in the 8 0
 cham-
fer region and prevent deformation.
These seals were installed with a 90-1b
preload. The bottom seal gave low gas
leakage; however, gas leakage from the
top seal was high throughout testing.
The test was terminated after 26 hours,
and the seals removed. Careful examina-
tion of the top seal showed that the bore
was noncircular, accounting for the high
gas leakage. More significantly, the re-
lieved sections of both seal sets had
almost disappeared due to deformation of
the unrelieved section under the in-
creased contact pressure, obviously
making this seal design impractical. As
a result, no :Further tests were
conducted.
A repeat test on a double-angle seal wih
40-1b preload (seal set 16) did not re-
produce the good performance of seal set
12. The seals were removed after 137
hours, revealing that the 8 0 chamfers had
disappeared because of deformation.
Clearly, the reduced preload could not be
relied upon to produce consistent seal
performance.
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Figure 2-34 Relieved Double-Angle Seal
In the main seal test head, thermocouples
in the seal housings close to the seals
are used to monitor seal temperatures.
In seal set 17, thermocouples were embed-
ded in HABIA PL seals within 1 mm of the
seal/rod interface in order to evaluate
whether thermocouple temperatures were
representative of seal temperatures.
Throughout the tests, the thermocouples
in the seals indicated slightly higher
temperatures than those in the housing,
but the temperature difference did not
exceed 4°C, leading to the conclusion
that housing temperatures were an
adequate representation of seal temper-
atures for normal test purposes.
Seal sets 18, 19, and 20 (all double an-
gle with 5 0 and 30 0 chamfers) had 40-1b
preload, and were tested intermittently.
Testing of seal set 18 was terminated af-
ter 43 hours when the temperature of the
lower seal became excessive (120 0C+). It
was found that the 30°chamfer had
disappeared from that seal due to defor-
mation. The piston rod was also slightly
worn (=0.001 in.) in the region where the
lower seal had been operating. The rod
was replaced prior to further testing.
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Seal sets 12 and 20 gave low gas leakage,
but testing was terminated when a trace
of oil was detected in the seal cavity,
In seal set 19, the upper seal was dry,
but the lower seal had leaked a small
amount of oil. The 30° chamfer was still
present on the upper seal, but it had
disappeared from the lower seal due to
deformation. The same occurred with seal
set 20,
Testing of double-anglu seals has shown
that seal type is capable of maintaining
low gas leakage for a time and, in the
case of seal set 12, for a long periad of
time, The main indication is that the
seals gave low gas leakage and probably
negligible oil ,leakage while seal geom-
etry was retained. Iri virtually every
case, failure was precipitated by defor-
mation of the seal, which destroyed the
chamfer on the low-pressure side of the
seal, It is reasonable to assume that
the deformation was a continuous process
that would progressively decrease the
angle of the lower chamfer, thus increas-
ing the seal's pumping capacity on the
upstroke until it eventually exceeded its
pumping capacity on the downstroke, giv-
ing a not flow of oil to the gas side of
the seal, and constituting a seal
failure. Clearly, overcoming the defor-
mation problem was necessary before the
double-angle-seal principle could be
fully developed.
The dominant force on the seal is due to
gas pressure which tends to extrude the
seal through the clearance between the
rod and seal. In the seal designs
tested, this effect would be more pro-
nounced with the unsupported chamfer on
the low-pressure side of the seal, which
explains the deformation of the seals
during operation. One potential method
of overcoming the deformation problem is
to remove the chamfer from the loaded re-
gion of the seal by adding an extension
to the low-pressure side. With the inte-
gral seal seats in the Exploratory 'rest
Rig, testing of this type of seal was not
possible, so a now test bed was designed
in which the seals were separate from the
main housings (shown in figure 2-35) .
This arrangement is also compatible with
the current Mod I/Mod I-A engine
hardware, and provides more flexibility
for testing different seal geometries
without major rig modifications. Apart
from th'_" and other detailed changes, the
modified test head retains the same over-
all form as the original head,
The new test head is now available, And
baseline testing with IIABIA PL seals
(seal set, 21) has been completed, These
seals ran for mo a than 75 hours under
intermittent conditions with low , gas
leakage, Some oil was present in the
seal/seat but no gas leakage
was evident,
Rig testing during the first• half of 1983
will be centered on modified,
double-angle seals to evolve a reliable
design, When this is achieved, the seala
will be tested for durability in a F-40
engine before introducing them into the
Mod I/Mod I-A engines.
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FiguNa 2-35 Double-Angle Piston Rod, Seal
Engine Drive System (EDS) Development
The primary goals of this task are to de-
velop a Reduced Friction Drive (RFD), anti
evaluate new seal concepts under motored
engine test conditions. Activity began
in the latter half of 1951 with the in-
stallationof a motored Mod I drive
system with a dummy heater head.
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Efforts completed during the first half
of 1982 included baseline characteriza-
tion of the EDS motored friction, and de-
sign and characterization of cylinder
liner Pmin venting hardware of the RFD.
Efforts completed during this report
period include continued testing/
evaluation of seal hardware, fabrication
and testing of the RFD, and design,
fabrication, and testing/ evaluation of
the Lightweight Reduced Friction Drive
(LRFD).
SEAL HARDWARE TESTS
Fabrication of the cylinder liner Pmin
system for support of H-ring testing was
completed during this report period,
Figure 2-36 shows the general arrangement
of the;. key elements of the system,
Incorporation of the P min hardware into
the EM provided the proper pressure ref-
erence for the I{-rings. Numerous tests
were conducted with various .ring config-
urations with no real success. Mechan-
ical problems with the baseline EDS
increased the indicated torque during in-
itial H-ring testing. This situation was
resolved when the RFD was substituted for
the baseline drive.
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Figure 2-36 General Arrangement of Key Elements
of Cylinder Liner Pmin System
Failure tc attain anticipated perform-
ance with the I{-rings on the RFD prompted
an upgrade of the pressure instrumenta-
tion in order to obtain more precise
cycle pressure data. The gas plumbing
was also modified to permit seal housing
leakage to bleed back to Pmin. The lat-
ter modification caused the system to
maintain better cycle/cycle pressure ba-
lance; however, the effects produced by
preferential piston seal leakage were
masked,
Figure 2-37 shows the four cycle pres-
sures and torque as a function of time
for a typical H-ring test with seal hous-
ing leakage manifolded to P. Figure
2-38 shows the same test PO PH with the
seal leakage blocked. Note the drastic
increase in cycle-to-cycle pressure im-
balance, and the resultant torque
increase (-100 in. lb.'), even though
Pmean is constant for both tests. It was
conc.,uded from testing that the affects
of pressure imbalance overpower those of
reduced Seal friction loading. To pro-
vide a more uniform leakage control, seal
o-ring and energizing spring revisions
will be incorporated into the hardware
prior to resuming I{-ring testing.
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Figure 2-37 H-Ring Test With Seal Housing
Leakage Manifolded to Pmin
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Figure 2-38 H-Ring Test With Seal Housing
Leakage Blocked
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Fabrication, and testing of the RFD was
completed during the first half of 1982,
Figure 2-39 shows the RFD torque versus
baseline torque for the drive systems
with dummy heads removed) while Figure
2 .40 shows the RFD torque versus baseline
torque for the complete drive systems
with no charge pressure.
Tonsured torque reduction with the RFD
exceeds 2 kW (2, 7 lip) at 3000 rpm vorsus
the baseline EDS. The system is a mini-
mal modification of the baseline drive
system to permit	 installation of
rolling-element bearings in place of thejournal bear:tngs throughout the drive,
Figure 2-41 shows the crankshaft/
n)ainshaft bearing details, and the conn-
nnectLnng rod bearing detnils,
The RFD was removed from test in
D(3vwmb(ar, 1982 to permit testing of the
T,ightweight RFD; however:, it will go bn k
into test to support, saals development in
mid-January, 1983,
Figure 2 .39 Mod I EDS (No Cylinder Liners)
	 Figure 2-40 Mod I EDS (System Complete
No Working Gas)
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Figure 2-41 Mod I-A Crankcase Assembly
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LIGHTWEIGHT REDUCED FRICTION DRIVE
The primary objective of the design, fab-
rication, and testing of the LRFD, which
was completed during this report period,
was to combine the performance benefits
of the RFD with lightweight hardware de-
signed specifically for application with
rolling-element bearings. Reductions of
friction power exceeded projections by a
substantial margin. Figure 2-42 shows
the measured friction power of the LRFD
versus the baseline EDS with helium as
the working gas, and Figure 2-43 shows
comparative data for the two systems with
hydrogen as the working gas. The actual
weight savings over the baseline EDS is
21 lbs versus a projected 31 lbs. The
difference is due to using
higher-than-actual baseline crankshaft
weights in the original projection, and
the decision to use Mod I pistons in lieu
of lightweight pistons, This decision
resulted in heavier crank counterweights
for balance, With testing of the LRFD
completed, the unit is scheduled to be
built into an engine for the Mod I-A,
Control System Development
The major goals of this task are to de-
velop and evaluate a simple, reliable,
driver-acceptable, microprocessor-based
electronic control, and an electronic
air/fuel control with low pressure drop,
low minimum fuel flow, and a programmable
air/fuel ratio. These hardware designs
must be compatable with the extremes of
an automotive operating environment.
Efforts during this report period focused
on development and engine-testing of a
Repackaged Engine Control/Combustion
Control, as well as development of a var-
iable-displacement blower and oil-servo
pump.
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U',S.A. REPACKAGED ENGINE CONTROL
The objectives of this effort were to en-
hance the understanding of MTI's Digital
Engine Control, produce a package size
more suitable for vehicle installation,
improve specific design areas, and uti-
lize components readily available
through U.S. distributors. The most cri-
tical of these objectives was development
of a detailed understanding of engine
control hardware and software.
The first and, until recently, only Dig-
ital Engine Control (prototype config-
uration only) for the Mod I was designed
and built by USAB, The task of reproduc-
ing that control was undertaken at MTI to
bring knowledge of that control from an
informed-user level to a detailed design
understanding with capability for better
maintaining the system, and the ability
to modify the basic control elements when
the engine system changes or component
testing dictates such a need. Dour sys-
tem design changes were made to enhance
the performance of the engine control,
A check of componenL tolerance stackup
indicated that multiplexing of the dig-
ital-to-analog control parameter con-
versions could result in errors. The
design was changed to incorporate five
separate 8-bit channels and two separate
12-bit channels of digital to analog con-
version, The 8-bit channels are used
where that conversion resolution is ade-
quate, and the 12-bit channels are used
for air throttle control and hydrogen
control valve control, where greater con-
version accuracy is felt to be necessary.
The 8,-bit accuracy may be sufficient for
those devices, but engine test data is
required to make that decision.
Solid-state relay drivers were incorpo-
rated into the design (instead of
locating a relay board within the control
module) to increase control reliability
and help reduce package size.
The microprocessor chip was upgraded from
the IMS 9900 processor to the TMS 9995.
They are members of the same Texas In-
struments microprocessor family; there-
fore, the TMS 9995 can execute the same
software as the TMS 9900, making it com-
patible with the original Digital Engine
Control software. The TMS 9995 also has
additional instruction set features not
found in the TMS 9900 such as signed mul-
tiply and divide. The execution time of
the TMS 9995 is faster than the TMS 9900,
providing a potential for shortening the
processor cycle time, or addition of con-
trol algorithms not currently in the con-
trol (i.e., the combustion control)
without increasing the cycle time.
A fourth primary modification was made to
the software. During its development,
some of the original software had become
obsolete, replaced by other routines, al-
though never removed from the
programming. Other areas of code were
needed for testing of the P-40 engine, so
the software was changed to eliminate
those portions of the code that were not
used, Changes were also made to the in-
put/output scaling routines to reduce
their execution time, Finally, the Com-
munications Register Unit (CRU) method of
handling serial input/Output (I/O)
(found only with Texas Instruments
system) was eliminated. The serial 1/0
is now done with the widely used method
of memory mapping.
Figure 2-44 shows a system diagram of the
engine control. The system is made up of
four printe--d circuit boards - Boards 1
and 2 contain the engine control, Board 3
provides power to the engine control
boards, and Board 4 contains the relays
to drive the final control elements. In
a vehicle installation, Boards 1 and 2
would be mounted together tender the
dashboard, Board 3 would be located near
the ignition switch, and Board 4 would
be located in the engine compartment,
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Figure 2 -41 System Diagram of Engine Control
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To verify the design modifications to be
made, the circuit designs were built and
tested, and then integrated and trans-
ferred to the system layout described
above. The design was then built in a
wire-wrapped assembly, maintaining flex-
ibility while the system design was
checked out. Based on the wire-wrapped
version of the engine control, printed
circuit boards were designed and fabri-
cated. In addition, a diagnostic-monitor
software package was written to test the
engine control hardware: functions.
The system design has been proven by its
successful operation of a Mod I engine in
the engine test cell. The wire-wrapped
engine control has been installed in the
test cell, providing the engine control
since mid-December with no unusual
engine-control-related occurrences. A
printed-circuit-board version of the en-
gine control has been fabricated and
checked out, Installation of that system
in the test cell will occur when the test
cell schedule permits.
Efforts to reproduce the monitor/
simulator were less intense than the en-
gine control effort. The objective was
to fabricate a duplicate of the original
monitor/simulator within the same
package, with cable/ communications com-
patibility to the new engine control, and
suitablity for either vehicle or lab
installation.
The monitor/ simulator is separate from
the engine control, and provides an oper-
ator interface to the control unit by
displaying the engine parameters and
permitting simulation of control signals
for calibration/system alignment. The
monitor/simulator is not required for en-
gine operation, but is crucial to
development activity.
Figure 2-45 shows the monitor/ simulator
system. The major components are the
communications processor, the graph4cs
generator processor, the key pad for op-
erator interface, the parameter simu-
lation functions, and the lab panel/CRT
display. The lab panel performs the same
functions as the vehicle dashboard, and
contains the CRT display (would be sepa-
rate in a vehicle installation).
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Figure 2-45 Monitor/Simulator System
The monitor/simulator design and fabri-
cation was done in parallel with the
engine control work. The two systems
were bench-checked together and then in-
stalled in the engine test cell. The
monitor/simulator has functioned without
problem since its installation in
mid-December.
Because a design detail understanding of
the engine control now resides at MTI,
modifications to the control are more
easily made. Those changes will be re-
quired initially to support the Mod I-A.
Several areas have also been identified
for changes to control functions and se-
quencing to improve engine performance,
Eventually, the combustion control will
be integrated Into the engine control
electronics package.
COMBUSTION CONTROL
The two objectives of combustion control
development are;
complete the design and evaluation
of a Mod I combustion control
which improved the performance of
the Bosch K-Jetronic system; and,
• the design and operation of a com-
bustion control for the Mod I-A.
The two systems are different because of
the fuel nozzles used the Mod I has a
single-stage, air-atomized nozzle, while
the	 Mod	 I-A	 uses	 a	 two-stage,
to `*V
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pressure-atomized nozzle, To improve
combustion control performance, the now
control was to provide control down 'to
0.25 g/s fuel flow, and permit control of
X to any proscribed schedule, Those fea-
tures are included in both systems,
Rig testing of the Mod I system (sae Fig-
ure 2-46) has been completed, and the
system has been installed in the angina
test call and operated with Mod I engine
No.	 10,	 'resting was	 limited	 to
steady-state operation because of the
test cell engine control limitations.
The results of that testing were
positive.
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Figure 2-46 Mod l Combustion Control Schematic
The combustion control was successfully
operated at fuel flows from 0,25 to 4,0
g/s (minimum design flow to -90% of maxi-
mum :flow). 'resting demonstrated the
functionality of the system, and pointed
out some areas where refinements wear
necessary.
The combustion control operated with
greater stability than the h-Jetroni.c at
the 0.25 to 0.50 g/s flow range, as ob-
served by the emissions equipment during
Mod I engine testing at MTI. The low fu-
el flow, exhaust gas oxygen/carbon
dioxide concentrations exhibited a bet-
ter control of X.
The Mod I combustion control was removed
from the test call and sot up on the flow
rigs for development of the Mod I-A sys-
tem (see Figure 2-47),
System development has been completed,
and the hardware is ready to be operated
with the angina system, 'rest ng with ttaa
angina is scheduled for the next avail-
able engine test.
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Figure 2-47 Mod i-A Combustion Control
Schematic
The combustion control electronics are
packaged ila a dove lopment system that
permits flexibility of control algorithm
selection, and piirametar modification
and display. That system is bulky, bLkt a
valuable tool for the development
process,
Objectives of combustion control devel-
opment during the first half of 1983 arcs
• evaluation with the engine;
• transient testing in the T`1'A (in-
cluding emissions);
• int.eg ration with the angina con-
tro l ; rand,
• the addition of ambient sensing,
AUXILIARIES DEVELOPMENT
A major effort in the area of auxiliaries
development during this report period was
initiation of a new blower design, This
was done to address several problems on-
countered with the current Mod I blower.
Concern existed over the ability of the
currant blower to handle EGR flows at
high combustor flows, and problems with
the blower drive bearings and belt at
high operating speeds. With a new
design, elimination of the need for the
air throttle valves/varintor was :felt to
be possible.
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Control of the combustion airflow will be
done via a stepper motor, thus eliminat-
ing the need for the air throttle
valve/variator and variator control, be-
cause the blower flow is no longer tied
to engine speed, The blower design is
complete, and the hardware required to
fabricate a prototype blower has been or-
dered. The prototype will be used to
test blower design and performance, and
determine the control requirement.
Another major effort in the area of aux-
iliary development was the servo-oil sys-
tem, which displayed an inability to
develop a design system pressure of
400-600 psi at engine speeds up to 2000
rpm.	 Analysis and testing of the
components has resulted in the following:
• pressure regulator had a steady-
state leak rate of 0,58 gpm at 600
psi;
• system was configured to contin-
uously pump against system pres-
sure; and,
• pump performance (speed/flow) ap-
peared to be below specification.
With the regulator set to 600 psi, the
pump Flow soon went to zero.
Three areas were identified for improving
system performance - oil used, housing
design, and pressure regulator system.
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Oil viscosity was increased by conversion
from ATF to 1OW40, The servo-oil pump
housing was redesigned to reduce internal
leakage by adding "shadow" parts and
changing the inlet porting to reduce in-
let velocity. The housing material was
changed from aluminum to cast iron due to
the influence of differential coeffi-
cient of expansion. An unloading valve
was adapted so that the system pumps
against system pressure only when flow is
required,
Figure 2-48 shows the original servo-oil
system; the redesigned system, incor-
porating the new pressure regulation sys-
tem (modified Citroen system) is shown in
Figure 2-49. Testing of the component
changes indicated that the unloading
valve pressure regulator performed ade-
quately to reduce power consumption and
servo-oil heating (Figure 2-50). The
pump housing modification did not, howev-
er, make the anticipated improvements.
Revised calculations for pump 'perform-
ance indicated that the pump was under-
sized for operation at low engine speeds,
A new pump housing has been designed that
accommodates a larger pump element within
the same outside housing dimensions, (It
was necessary to maintain the housing di-
mensions because of the current mounting
space available on the engine.) The pump
housing and element for the larger pump
have been ordered. Upon receipt,-they
will be bench-tested and then installed
in the Lerma vehicle.
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Figure 2-48 Original Mod I Servo-Oil Supply
	 Figure 2-49 Redesigned Servo-Oil Supply System
System	 with Unloading Valve
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Figure 2 .50 Servo-Oil System Test
LERMA VEHICLE INSTALLATION
This task has been directed at supporting
the testing program for the Lerma
vehicle, and ensuring that the controls
are functioning properly.
Most of the electronic controls problems
experienced have been corrected by fixing
cable connections between the vehicle and
the electronic control. An instrumenta-
tion panel was installed, providing ac-
cess to the engine control parameters if
a recording device is needed. Those con-
trol parameter signals are buffered so
the external load will not influence the
engine control operation.
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The cooling fan logic card was installed
and calibrated. The cooling fan is off
if coolant temperature is below 35°C, and
on if the temperature is above 80 0C. Be-
tween those two temperatures, the fan is
off if vehicle speed is-above 20 mph (be-
cause of ram air cooling) or when the
accelerator is depressed more than 90%.
CVS testing was run with the fan logic
card in the control system.
Lerma baseline testing shouted emissions
values to exceed those predicted. The
K-Jetronic was found to be holding a
richer air/fuel ratio than specified, and
occasionally a would go belt-w 1.0 tran-
siently. Adjustment of the K-Jetronic
brought the X schedule to specification,
resulting in an improvement in emissions
to predicted levels.
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III. MOD I STIRLING ENGINE
I Il.
During the second half of 1982, Mod I
Stirling engine activity included test
cell and TTB evaluation of engines No, 1,
2, 3, and 10, Total accumulated Mod I
engine test hours for this semiannual re-
port period are 1700* (includes 121,5 TTB
hours),
Highlights for the last six months in-
clude the completion of two milestones:
1) TTB characterization of Mod I engine
No. 1 in September, 1982 (this was the
first transient characterization of a Mod
I engine); and, 2) the characterization
of Mod I engine No. 10 (significant be-
cause this engine was manufactured for
the most part in the United States),
Previous engines evaluated were manufac -
tured and first assembled at USAB, Other
developmental woA was directed at ac-
quiring more information to aid in the
upgraded Mod I engine program, Efforts
to understand performance differences
between. engine EGR/CGR combustion sys-
tems, and BSE/SES performance
comparisons also took place.
Mod I Engine No. 1
In July, 1982, the TTB engine was con-
verted from a CGR to an EGR combustion
Hydrogen Working Gas	 Mean Working
	
60	 720 1 9 Heater Head Temperature	 Gas Pressure
	
(60)
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Figure 3-1 ASE 4-123-01, Mod I Stirling Engine
System Power
system. Since this was a major config-
uration change, and could result in per-
formance changes, the engine was removed
from the TTB and installed in MT1 t s en-
gine test cell. A complete map of engine
performance was then generated with the
EGR system (see Figures 3-1 and 3-2).
With the new performance maps generated
while the TTB engine was in the test
cell, data could be used as input into
vehicle performance programs, and tran-
sient data for engine No. 1 could be
predicted.
In September, 1982, the engine was rein-
stalled in the TTB for completion of its
baseline characterization, which con-
sisted of CVS testing (3,750-1b, inertia
weight/11.1-hp road load setting) with
gasoline. The data acquired, shown in
Table 3-1, is cold-start data from an
avArage of three runs on three different
days. Emissions in g/mi and urban, high-
way, and combined mileages are also
included in the table.
Mod I engine No. 1 is currently installed
in the 'ITB. Development efforts for the
first half of 1983 will be directed
toward improving transient engine system
performance,
Mean Working
Gas Pressure
(M301313
71
5 20-5e
L5
Hydrogen Working Gas	 310	 720•C Hester Had Temperature
50 0 C Cooling Water
EGR Combustor
No Atomizing Alr/Hydraulic Pump
Speed (rpm)
WIS
Figure 3-2 ASE 4-123-01, Mod I Stirling Engine
System Efficiency
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*699 additional hours since last semiannual report period
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TABLE 3.1
LERMA TTB, CVS-CYCLE EMISSIONS/MILEAGE
Inertia Weight 3850 lb
Road Load =11.1 hp
Fuel = Indolene
Combustion System = EGR
EGR Schedule = Fixed Sized Orifice
23% EGR @ 1.0 g/s
Fuel Flow Input
Urban(9/ml)
Highway
(g /mi)
HC 0.254 0,004
CO 3.300 0.310
NOx 0.900 0.660
Mpg 19.30 32.10
Combinedl 23.50
Mpg
a3ibo
Mod I Engine No, 2
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Figure 3-3 ASE 4 -123-02, Mod I Stirling Engine
System Power
Mod I engine No, C was characterized as
an SES in October, 1982. The power and
efficiency data from this test (shown in
Figures 3-3 and 3-4) will be analyzed and	 72000 Working Gas720°C Heater Tube Temperature
compared to BSE data (obtained during the
	 50 °C Cooling Water
first half of 1982) in the Mod I Perform-
	 40	 CoR Combustor
ance Analysis Section of this semiannual
report.
	 Mean Working
Gas Pressure
Following BSE characterization, the en-
	 (MPa)
gine's drive unit was replaced with an-
	 30
other unit in which six reduced size	 `^	 X15
bearing ,journals had been incorporated.
	 v	 \13
As shown during motoring tests with the
	 ^	 19
reduced size unit, no difference in per-
	
.V	 7
formance was noted on the engine when run
	 w 20
	
5
with this unit.
'rn
During the first half of 1983, Mod I en-
	
Lu
gine No. 2 will be converted to a Mod I-A
engine following oil pump/oil grade
	
10	 3
testing.
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Plod I Engine No, 3
Engine No. 3 was torn down and inspected
during the early part of this semiannual
report: period following completion of its
characterization testing at MTI.
In August, 1982, Mod I engine NL 3 was
shipped to USAA, where it is currently
being prepared to run a 2000-hour endur-
ance test (including 200 starts and
sr.ops) that is scheduled to begin early
in 3983.
Mod I Engine No. 10
U, S.A. -manufactured engine No, 10 was in-
stalled in the MTI test cell in August,
1982, and its characterization testing
was completed in early November (power
and efficiency data are plotted. in Fig-
ures 3-5 and 3-6),
Following the engine's characterization,
checkouts were made of both the MTI Dig- Figure 3-5	 ASE 4 . 123 - 10, Mod I Stirling Engine
ital Engine Control and Air/Fuel Control, System Power
which will be used on the Mod T-A engine
in early 1983.
	 Mod I engine No,	 10 was Hydrogen Working Gas
also used to evaluate p erformance differ-P 720 C .Hester Head Temperature
ences between the EGR and CGR combustion 506C Cooling Water
systems*. CGR Combustor
40 No Atomizing Air/Hydraulic Pump
The engine will be left in the test call
until	 mid-January,	 1983,	 where Mean Working
evaluations will be made of knitted wire Gas Pressure
regenerators and an air-blast fuel nozzle 30 (MPa)
(to be used on the Mod I-A engine).
	
Upon 15
completion of this testing, engine No. 10 11
will be removed from the cell and con- 7
verted town upgraded*
 design. a 5•U
E
	
20
(D
C
c 3
W
10
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Figure 3-6	 ASE 4-123-10, Mod I Stirling Engine
System Efficiency
*see the Performance Analysis Section of this
7
report:
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Mod I Engine Operational History
Mod 1 engine testing since the inception
of the ASi, Program was reviewed to deter-
mine utilization rate, and identify prob-
lem areas. Figure 3-7 is a chart of the
utilization rate since the start of the
Mor. I program. Included is the utiliza-
tion rate achieved with ASE P-40-7 at MTI
during 1981. It is noteworthy that the
average utilization rate for Lite Mod 1
engine, even during the first two years
of operation, is 50% higher than that
achieved on Lite P-40 engine, a much mute
mature engine. Mod I design changes
focused on reliability have indeed de-
creased engine downtime.
is
is
I
j ,.
J
+0
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Figure 3-7 Mod I Monthly Utilization Rate
Quality Assurance Reports (QAR's) were
reviewed to categorize engine failures or
discrepancies,	 and	 identify problem
areas. Since the objective of this ef-
fort is to identify problems that affect
engine operation, and a l so to provide a
guide for engine development efforts, any
eve.1t that has:
• caused tin engine to stop running;
• resulted in an engine not start-
ing; or,
• had a detrimental affect on en-
gine operation
was classified as the occurance of a
problem. Major individual items and the
number of occurrences contributing to
these problems tire*:
•	 control	 thermocouples 40
•	 MO OG power-co• ► trol-valve
actuator 17
•	 heater head 8
•	 engine check valves 6
•	 ^mbustion air blower 6
•	 .uel	 nozzle 6
•	 igniter 5
1'ht• Mod I/Mod I -A development programs,
and the RESU design address these items
to either eliminate the problem areas or
modify tliv design.
Performance Analysis
LERMA Tr8 M11,EAGE
Mileage obtained in the 71'B is compared
to that of previous Stirling-powered
vehicles in Figure 3-8. A direct compar-
ison of measured fuel economy is not val-
id due to the vehicles' differences in
test weights and power-to-weight ratios.
The P-40 vehicles have been accordingly
adjusted in Figure 3-8 to show perform-
ance that would result at the same
power-to-weight ratios and test weights.
As adjusted, Mod I baseline testing
represents a 50b/2b% mileage improvement
over the 1 1 -40 Opel/Spirit vehicles,
respectively.
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Figure 3-8 Vehicle Fuel Economy Comparison
Figure 3-9 is a breakdown of the energy
consumed during the urban/highway cycles
for the Mod I Lerma system- As illus-
trated, significant amounts of total
engine energy use (30% urban/38l highway)
are consumed by bittom-end engine fric-
tion*, auxiliaries, and cold-start
penalty.
FINAL ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA REVIEW
A review of final acceptance test data
was completed for Mod I engines No, 2, 3,
and 10 during this semiannual report
period. A comparison of the performance
of those engines relative to established
criteria is presented in Table 3-2.
URBAN CYCLE'
HIGHWAY CYCLE
83160
Figuro 3-9 Lerma Vehicle Energy
Consumption
*drive unit, seals, rings
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TABLE 3-2	 10F, POOR QUALITYS
MOD I ENGINES FINAL ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Mod I Engine No. 2 BSE Final Acceptance Performance Comparison
Condition
Parameter (MPs/rpm) Minimum Actual
Power	 kW (hp) 15/1000 19(25) 20,12 (26.98)
15/2000 35(47) 38.09 (51,08)
15/3000 47(63) 51,56 (69,14)
15/4000 53(71) 58,65 (78.65)
Efficiency	 % 15/1500 35 37.27
5/2000 28 29,92
Emissions Not Measured
Mod I Engine No. 3 Partial SES Final Acceptance Performance Comparison
Condition Minimum
Parameter (MPa/rpm) SES Partial SES Actual
Power
	
kW (hp) 15/1000 18(24) 18.62 (24.97) 19.20 (25,75)
15/2000 33(44) 34,05 (45.66) 36,90 (49.48)*
15/3000 44(59) 45,42 (60.91) 49.85 (66.85)*
15/4000 50(67) 51.74 (69.38) 56.70 (76.03)
Efficiency	 % 15/1500 33 34,10 34.55
5/2000 25 27,60 28.92
Emissions	 g/kg fuel EIHC < 1,9 N 0.2
EICO 416.0 ?.0
EINOX < 2.9** N 7.0
< 7,3***
*No EGR	 **0,4 g/mi
	
***1.0 g/mi
Mod I Engine No. 10 Final Acceptance Performance Comparison .
Parameter
Condition
(MPa/rpm) SES
Minimum
Partial SES Actual
Power
	
kW (hp) 15/1000 18(24) 18.6 (24.9) 20.4 (27.3)
15/2000 33(44) 34.1 (45.7) 38,6 (51.8)
15/3000 44(59) 45.4 (60.9) 51.2 (68,7)
15/4000 50(67) 51.7 (69.3) 56,9 (76.3)
Efficiency	 % 15/1500 33 34.10 35.68
5/2000 25 27,60 28.68
831542
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Engine No. 2 was tested as a BSE, while
engines No. 3 and 10 ware tasted as com-
plate SES's. Note that for all engines,
the established criteria for power and
efficiency were met or exceeded at all
conditions by all three engines. A total
of four Mod I engines have been succoss-
fully acceptance-tooted to date in the
ASE Program.
MOD I ENGINE AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION
8,11igi ►le tasting was conducted to assess
the total poo rer consumed by the engine
auxiliaries. Engine No. 2 was tested as
both a BSE and an SES to determine auxil-
iary power (the SES configuration in-
cludos all engine auxiliaries driven by
the engine, whereas the auxiliaries in
the BSE are all remotely powered).
Figure 3-10 shows the differences in mea-
surod output power between the BSE and
SES configurations compared to the S11111mil-
tion of power requited for the individual
auxiliaries as measured by component rig
tasting. Excellent agreement with rig
testing was achieved, with a difference
of -0.7 164 (-0.94 lip) at maximum power.
Engine Spoed (rpm)
h'GR/CGR ENGINE COMBUSTOR COMPARISONS
Back-to-back tests were conducted during
this semiannual report period to evaluate
the performane.a, of Clio Mod I engine with
two different combustors - BGR and CGR,
TOIL-coi►ibusLor Lasts Ware run with and
without the EOR activated, Testing re-
sults indtcntad a slight improvement in
engine perforninnee with the CGR system.
The (nigiao performance curvas for not
power and efficiency are shown in Figures
3-11 and 3-12, rasp( actively,
 icLively, Lines drawn
through the EI GR (oil and off) data clearly
show the difforonv-0 in performance when
1-MiR is activated, A line has not been
drawn tlirougji the CGR data, but It Is ev-
ident that COR performance is equal to orbetter than the EGR (on) performance,
The performance difference is aLtribuL-
Able to the combination of Vombutivfoli nir
blower power (a function of HIIS pressure
drop sand combustion gns flow) and MIS
offialoncy (113), Combustion air blower
power for the three configurnt.lons is
shown. in Figure 3-1.3. Note that the CGR
System has the highest blower power
roquiroment due to the increased EMS
pressure drop, EIIS efficiency is de-
picted in Figure 3-14, The CGR nB is
equal to or higher than H'GR-on jB, The
blower power and n1l differences are
small, and rare in the direction to con-
firm measured power and eMciency.
60
(80)
50(67)
40(54)
30(40)
Z
20(27)
10(13)
H, compressor
Alletrialor
combustion
Air !lower
Atomizer Air
and 5MV0 Oil
Water Pump
Figure 3-11 Mod I Engine No. 10 (15 MPa)
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Figure 3-14 Mod I Engine No. 10 (15 MPa)
EHS Efficiency Versus Speed
MOD I ENGINE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Several different tests have been run on
the four Mod I engines currently in the
ASE Program. There are many configura-
tional differences in the tests, as shown
in Table 3-3. To facilitate an
engine-to-engine comparison, performance
levels were corrected to a common base
configuration, as indicated in Table 3-3.
When the corrections are applied to all
data, good agreement is achieved on an
engine-to-engine basis, with only a few
exceptions. The power and efficiency
comparison at maximum engine pressure is
shown in Figures 3-15 and 3-16. On a
power basis, engine No. 10 exhibits a
higher power level than the other Mod I
engines. The difference is thought to be
primarily due to slightly different en-
gine buildup (stainless-steel cylinder
liners and perhaps a more carefully con-
trolled build procedure).
On an efficiency basis, the engines all
agree within 2%, with the exception of
engine No. 1, which was tested at USAB.
Configurational differences (high AT
with a CGR combustor, slightly different
working gas drillings, and warped regen-
erator spacer rinds) are probable reasons
for engine No. 1 s different efficiency
level.
3-8
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TABLE 3.3
MOD I ENGINE DATA COMPARISON CONFIGURATION SUMMARY
t Englne/Test
No, 1
Final
Accept,
No. 1
Vehicle
Basis
Ne, 2
HE
Accept,
No, 2
SES
No, 2
Final
Accept.
No, 10
Final
Accept.
Locallon
(Stand H2O Pump) USAB MTl USAB USAB MTI MTI
H2O Pump Gearing Lo-Speed HI-Speed Lo-Speed Lo-Speed
JJJJLLU
HI-Speed
H2
 Compressor Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
to
Servo-011/Alomlzing-Air Yes No No Yes No No
J1.L
Combustor CGR EGR CGR CGR FOR CORjjj ILL
Alternator No Load Electronics No Alt, Electronics Electronics Electronics
1111.liddii1
It//// n base	 ORIGINAL. PAGIE IS	 631543
OF POOR QUALITY
60(60)
50(67)
40(54)
O No. 1 USAB
	Y 30	 q No, 1 MTI
	
(40)	 C	 O No, 2 USAB SSE
3	 6 No, 2 USAB SES
a°	 O No, 3 MTI
	
20	 C No, 10 Mn
	
(27)	
•
10(13)
0
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Engine Speed (rpm)
Figure 3-15 Mod I Engine Comparison
(15 MPa) Corrected Power
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Figure 3-16 Mod I Engine Comparison
(15 MPs) Corrected Efficiency
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MOD I-A Design
All designs for the Mod I-A engine b),..L1d
were completed during the latter half of
1982. (Mod I-A goals and design concepts
were presented in MTI Report No.
82ASR278SA2.) To facilitate early test-
ing of the Mod I-A to characterize
performance improvements, certain sub-
systems of the initial Mod I-A engines
will differ from the final Mod I-A
design, as noted in Table 3-4. Perform-
anc6 projections for the Mod I-A have
been updated, and are presented in Table
3-5.
Mod I-A Hardware Status
A schedule depicting the Mod I-A hardware
status is presented in Figures 3-17
through 3-23.
TABLE 3-4
MOD 1-A INITIAL CONFIGURATION SUMMARY
System Component Final Initial
External Heat Combustor Delavan CGR N2-A Has EGR
System Mod I Nozzle
Hot Engine Heater Head CG-27 Inconel 625
System Tubes
Cold Engine Piston/Venting Lighter Piston Mod I
System .Liner Venting
Seal Housing One Piece Mod l
Drive Unit Bearing System Rolling Element N2•A Has
Reduced Site
Journal-Type
Controls Electronic Digital Electronic N2-A Has
Control Package Control Mod I Control
0315/9
TABLE 3-5
MOD 1-A PERFORMANCE PROJECTION/MAJOR IMPROVEMENT AREAS
oparalingCondition Parameter Modl-A o fromModl
15 Mpg Net Power 60,26 kW +10.2 kW4000 rpm Net Efficiency 29.9% +2,7 pt(Maximum Power)
16 Mpg
1500 rpm Net Efficiency 40,78% +3.07 pi
(Maximum Efficiency)
5 MPa Net Power 12.57 kW +2,43 kW2000 rpm Net Efficiency 33.04% +4,95 pt(Average Operating Point)
Specific Weight
kg/kW 4.4 -24%
lb/hp 7,3
Change aMndmum Nei Power QMaximm Net 0
Increased Set Temperature +7 +1.0% pf
1720'-► 0200C)
Part Power Optimization •2 +1,0% pi
Decreased Friction Losses .1.2 +0.7% pt
Elimination of Atomizer Air +0.6 +0,3% pi
Compressor
ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
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Figure 3-17 Mod I-A Hardware Procurement - External Heat System
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Figure 3-19 Mod 1-A Hardware Procurement - Hot Engine System (Cont'd)
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Figure 3-20 Mod 1-A Hardware Procurement - Cold Engine System
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Figure 3-21 Mod I-A Hardware Procurement - Engine Drive System
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IV. REFERENCE ENGINE SYSTEM DESIGN (RESD)
RESD Design Update	
r^pla^esotheopowar^ca
which
power-control
again
valve, 	 ?^
The previous semiannual. report (MT1 Re-
port No. 82ASE278SA2) reviewed concepts
that were studied for a 45-kW (60-hp)
automotive Stirling engine, and pre-
sented in some detail. the U-4/V-4 hydro-
gen engines selected as prime RESD
configurations.
During this semiannual report period,
further refirsements of the design were
made, and documentation was initiated to
produce a finalized engine design. Spe-
cifically, these changes included the
following:
l) Simplified Power-Control System -
The current mean pressure control
system utilizes a linearly-
operated valve to control hydro-
gen flow to and from the engine.
The valve and actuator are rela-
tively costly, and require a
high-pressure oil system for
servo activation. For the RESD,
alternate control schemes are
being configured to eliminate the
current control valve. They in-
clude a rotary-distributor valve
that, in conjunction with a
rotary-control valve driven by an
electric stepper motor, would
eliminate the present control
valve and several hydrogen system
check valves. A direct pressure-
control system utilizes a special
simple, pressure-regulating valve
in place of the power-control
valve, and a modification of the
All considered systems are less
costly and simpler, which should
provide improved engine opera -
tional reliability,
2) Extruded-Aluminum Gas Cooler -
Further refinement of the gas
cooler design has resulted in a
design that utilizes a finned,
aluminum cylindrical piece to re-
place the existing tubular cooler
design, This concept (shown in
Figure 4-1) is readily manufac-
tunable, less expensive, and more
reliable than the tube-type
design.
3) Ceramic. Preheater Design This
design is currently being uti-
lized in rig tests, Preliminary
development work on a ceramic
heat-exchanger test section has
indicated the feasibility of
utilizing ceramic for this appli-
cation. Consequently, the
updated design uses ceramic in a
polygonal-designed preheater with
ton ceramic blocks that are rec-
tangularly shaped for lower cost.
Reduced maintenance and repair
costs are attainable due to the
capability of replacing a single
block rather than the entire pre-
heater should a localized problem
arise. The latest V-4 version of
the RESD is shown in Figure 4-2.
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Quality Assurance Overview
Below is the statub of the Quality Assur-
ance Reports For Vl-.ils report periods
Total QAR's Issued 118
MTI QAR's Issued 92
USAB QAR's Issued 26
Total QAR's in Program to Date 366
Closeout Meeting 82-3 (10/5/82) 77
Open QAR's as of 12/31/82 68
An analysis of QAR's issued to date for
Mod
	
I	 engines	 showed	 the following
trends:
Table 5-1 is a summary of operating times
and mean time between failures for all
ASE. Program engines as of December 31,
1982. The primary usage of each engine
is:
• 40-4 - High-Temperature (82000)
Endurance Tosting at USAB;
• 40-12	 Vehiclo Dc-monst>:ations at
MTI;
-a 	 I No. 1 - Transient Test Ded at
MTI;
• Mod I No. 2 - Dynamometer Testing
at USAB;
• Mod I No. 3 - Dynamometer Testing
at MTI; and,
• Mod I No. 10 - Dynamometer testing
at MT1.
TABLE 5-1
SUMMARY OF MEAN OPERATING TIMES AND MEAN TIME
BETWEEN FAILURES FOR ALL ASE PROGRAM ENG(NES
ASE Engine
Operation
Time a
Mean Operating
Time Between
Failures
40 .4 (USAB) 8717.00 122,80
40 . 12 (MTI/Concord) 203.30 14.50
Mod I No. 1 (MTI) 644.20 84.40
Mod I No. 2 (USAB) 527.90 87.90
Mod I No. 3 (MTI) 299.90 299.90
Mod I No. 10 (MTI) aq.10 32.60
"Tlrtto pilot to accuptancei touting to prusdnt 	 e300
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Mod I Failures and Discrepancies Through
December, 1982 Affecting Engine Operation
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VI. FACILITIES
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below is a summary of the major facili-
ties activities ,=mpl,ished during the
latter half of 19b2:
• the Lister Engine regenerator du-
rability testing is operational
and currently in use;
• the Preheater Test Rig was built
and activated (it is currently be-
ing used to evaluate ceramic per-
heaters),
• UAS hookup of the Combustion Per-
formance Rig is complete; and,
• numerous smaller improvements to
facilities have been made, as well
as general, upkeep of existing fa-
cilities.
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APPENDIX - TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
i f
is
Symbol/Term
	
Definition	 Symbol/Term	 Definition
Al Aluminum Mod I first-generation auto-
AMG AM General motive Stirling engine
AOP Average Operating Point Mod I-A first upgraded Mod I
ASE Automotive Stirling Engine engine design
B Boron Mod I-B second upgraded Mod I
BOM Bill-of-Materials engine design
BSE Basic Stirling Engi,te MTI Mechanical Technology
C carbon Incorporated
°C degrees Celeius MPa megapascals
Cb columbium MQ material quote
CES Cold Engine System N nitrogen
CGR combustion gas NASA National Aeronautics and
recirculation Space Administration
Co cobalt Ni nickel
CO carbon monoxide NOx oxides of nitrogen
CO2 carbon dioxide NTU number of transfer units
Cr chromium PL Seal Pumping Leningrader Seal
CRU Communications Register Unit Pmax
CVS constant volume sample Pmean working gas pressures
DAS Data Acquisition System Pmin
DC direct current psi pounds per square inch
DOE Department of Energy psig pounds per square inch
EDS Engine Drive'System gauge
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation PTFE polytetraflouroethylene
EHS External Heat System P-V pressure-volume
EHSTR External Heat System QAR Quality Assurance Report
Transient Response Code RESD Reference Engine System
OF degrees Fahrenheit Design
Fe iron RFD Reduced Friction Drive
ft foot rpm revolutions per minute
ft square foot s second
ft cubic foot SES Stirling Engine System
FY fiscal year Si silicon
g/mi grams per mile S/N serial number
g/s grams per second SS Stainless Steel
HC hydrocarbon Ta tantalum
HES Hot Engine Sytsem TTB Transient Test Bed
hp horF-power USAB United Stirling of
HTP-40 High!°Temperature P-40 Sweden
Engine VE Value Engineering
Hz hertz W tungsten
in inch
kg kilogram air/fuel
ksi thousand pounds per air fuelstoichiometric
square inch
kW kilowatt n efficiency
lbs pounds An efficiency difference
LRFD Lightweight Reduced AWt, weight difference
Friction Drive APower power difference
m meter a-I alpha engine I
mi mile a-II alpha engine II
mm millimeter E/min liters per minute
Mn manganese
Mo molybdenum
